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SUMMARY

Providing public health care involves many factor/that are difficult to juggle. The Department of

Health has initiatives to formulate and eventually implement health care financing strategies. While

the objective is to increase efficiency and equity in the provision and funding of health care, there is a

need to have baseline figures on the parameters of the entire health care environment. To achieve this

objective, the foll6wing parameters of the health care sector were studied: (i) the regulator 5,institutions,

(ii) the legal mandates of these institutions, (iii) the set of laws, executive orders, decrees, executive

orders, and regulations affectingthe health care sector and (iv) self-regulatory functions of health care

institutions.

+ .._To.achiev+e_._.eobjectiv _, _i s study ha s been organi_d in the following manner. The regulation

of manpower entry into the health care sector and look at the self-regulatory role of professional medical

associations i_examined. This is followed by a look at the regulation of health care facilities, with special

emphasis on control over hospitals. Regulation of pharmaceutical products and the Generics Act of

1998 and the regulation of health care financing institutions are also examined. Also studied are

medicare, which is compulsory in nature, and the public provided health care insurance system. The

next chapter examines the possible national government-LGU financing schemes for alleviating some

of the problems arising from the devolution of health care facilities and capability of local government

units to finance them. Suggestions regarding reform of the regulatory environment are made at the end

of tlqe study.

•" Regulation of Health Care Professionals

A particular point of view raised when this area was examined is the generally adverse effect

regulations:have on the entry to the health care sector. Regulations covered in this study look partieu-
q. .

larly at those that take the form of schooling, licensing and certification requirements. Additional

restrictions covering the substitution among closely allied specialities such as opthalmologists and

optometrists, as well as limitations on the delegation of functions as from dentists to dental assistants.
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In the current local,health care environment, the migration ofhealth care professionalsoverseas

is a problem that the government has taken steps to address. For this reason, this chapter also takes a

look at those regulations maintained either by the DOH or the other government agencies regarding

overseas employment.

As mentioned, it isunderstood that the regulations applied increase barriers toentry in the health

care environmerit. With this in mind; we chose to explore alternative institutional arrangements.

However, these solutions must ensure the requisite level of professional competence while fostering a

less than restrictive environment. Some of the alternatives studied were certification requiremenes,

increased delegation and substitution possibilities and some form of taxation of overseas-bound heat-d-t

care Pr0fessi0=r[a!s..

The look at regulation ofhealth care professionalsalsoexamined the effect ofprofessionalmedical

associations. Such associations also play a role in limiting entry and competition as well as creating

segmentation in the health care market and expanding demand for their-services.

Regulations, however, result in a tradeoffbetween cost and quality. While the regulations assure

the quality, it inevitably raises the cost and as such the access .to affordable health care services. An

alternative iscertification. This means replacing some entry requirements •withcertification schemes

that willassurethe consuming public of a certain level of service without necessarilyraising the cost to

the same extent as regulations. 7"

Other directions that may be taken involve doing away with the AMPC quota, in•creasingti_,e

scope ofsubstitution and delegation among closelyallied specialists, allowing market forcesgreater play

in determining division of labor, and imposition of a brain drain tax. Participation of associations of

health care professionals to raise awareness of particular ailments or just to "prolong" the lives of the

general public mayalso be,taken as efforts to increase their revenue streams byprovidingsuch a service.
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Regulation of Health Care Facilities

Just as in the case of the health care professionals, regulations governing health care facilities also

exist. Major emphasis was placed on hospitals. The regulations affecting hospitals are essentially two

kinds: those affecting costs (through various standards requirements) and those affecting revenues.

While there exist numerous regulations to ensure that standards are maintained among hospitals,

a quick look at the Deprtment ofHealth's (DOH) budget would reveal that budgetary allocations would

point to a relatively low pr.iority for the'enforcement of the said standards.

Likewise, regulations and activitie s such as competition from government hospitals, bedspace for

indigent patients, non-deposit role, and taxation on hospital revenue, all impinge upon the potential

revenue of hospitals. The significant presence of the p.ublic sector in the hospital care provision, is

enough to provide the competitiveness of private hospitals. Additionally, all private hospitals are

treated as corporatd institutions. As such they are all taxed the usual corporate rate of 35 percent.

In this environment the problem of trade off between quality and lower health care costs brings

to fore the question of the cost effectiveness of these regulations. Furthermore, the enforcement of the

regulations themselves require• a cost. that affect not only the hospital but ability of the DOH, for

example, to enforcethe regulations.

A possibility is to hav e a mechanism for self-regulation that follows the sort ofcertification scheme

practiced by the professional medical societies. Failure to obtain the accreditation will not force the

hospital tost0p functioning. Market forces will determine ultimately the financial effect On the hospital

for its non-accreditation.

Regulation of Drugs, Equipment and Supplies

A.s in the case of the health care professionals and health care facilities, drugs, equipment, and

supplies are likewise regulated. Again, these regulatio_.s have an cflect on the quality and quantity or

the supply provided.
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The registration and testing of a pharmaceutical product is often viewed as a time consuming

activity. Furthermore, there isusually a lag between the time the drug is known to have been developed

to the time of its release to the public. Of course the general health of the consuming public is the most

•common reason cited by this time lag.

With the implementation of the Generics Act, the question now raised is the effect of incentives

provided by law as well as the effect of the law itself on drug prices.

Alternatives are offered that will address the information assymetry between the physician/drug

company and consumer that will offer the consumer the possibility to make an affordable selection.

" Regulations may be enforced to address this information assymetry.

...... O.n the._q_erh.and, patents on pharmaceutical pr.oducts, or the local patent market in general, is

not yet fully developed. As a result, several instances of sidestepping patent Or copyright laws are

common although this may be curbed by international agreements.

As far as tariffs on medical equipment and supplies, the impact raises cost to the producer of health

care and to the consumer of health care resulting in less health care services, on the other hand,

pharmaceuti_Is generally face no non-tariff measures, with the exceptions of penicillin and i_

derivatives which face quantitative restrictions.

Regulation of Health Care Financing

Of particular interest in this section is the regulatory environment surrounding market mecha-

nisms of contingent finance of health care, i.e. of insurance and pre-paid health plans.

As in_the case of pharmaceuticals, there is an assymetry ofinformationas to the availabilityofsuch

plans. However, in most cases, the consumer will naturally seek the provider who can deliver the bes_

solution. Nonetheless, further studies should be conducted on having different compulsory packages,

and legislation should be flexible enough to accomodate possible changes in the minimum mandatoq,'

package of benefits as a result of these studies.



Still other issues should be considered. Among some of the shortcomings of the study covered by

this section are the following: Medicare does not actually reprekent universal coverage, possible market

power of insurers and HMOs; and possible undertreatment of liMOs. With a wide sector for coverage,

including both the formal and informal sectors, the relatively large population outside the formal sector,

the non.universality of the coverage raises several apparent issues though not necessarily real. Of equal

concern may the possibility that redistribution maybe nece_ary to achieve the objectives of such

programs. However, the political acceptability of these solutions gives rise to a whole set of other issues.

Devolution

;-..... _.. _.D.evol_.uti_o.n,or the tra._fe_- of power, furlctions, re_sponsibilities, programs and projects, person-

nel and assets, from the National Government to theLocal Government Unit_ (LGUs) seems to have

caught the DOH unprepared. Those to be devolved include: provincial, municipal, and city heakh

offices, hospital and clinic facilities, equipment and supplies; personnel of these facilities; implemen-

tation and management of primary, secondary, and tertiary health service; records, assets and respon-

sibilities corresponding to the listed devolved facilities, personnel and functions; and, public health

programs on primary health care, maternal and child health care, dental health, 'nutrition, family

planning, environmental health, and communicable and non-communicable disease control. ::?
• " :[

Many of the problems arising from devolution is the "m ismat-ch" between the IRAshare that some ::,.,

LGUs receive and the cost of devolved health care services that they had to absorb.

Nonetheless, initiatives are being undertaken to address the problems arising from devolution.

Involvement includes the DOH itself, efforts from Congress, and the efforts of other institutions.

While the researchers support the efforts of devolution, a serious assessment of the fiscal position

should be undertaken. Grants is one solution for the problems created by devolution.
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Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

As a result of the study, the following steps are recommended:

1. For Health Care Manpower: The implementation of a certification scheme to supplement

current schooling and licensing requirements. Additionally, the removal oferuollment quotas

to increase competition among medical schools.

2. For Health Care Facilities: The self-regulation of the facilities as a certification scheme wki_ the

DOH providing grants to the private hbspital association to should'er part of the cost of inspec-

tion and monitoring. Also some form of subsidy for the charity ward patients or emergency room

care.

3. Foi Pharmaceuticals: The DOH has to provide more resources for drug testing and regiscra¢ion
• , , , ,,

to avoid long delays in the procedure. BUt decisions on intellectual property rights may render

all these discussions moot and academic.

4. For Health Care Financing: A number of policies are recommended in the presence of p.olici-

cal will. Howevei', more additional studies and wider ranging policies are needed to be tter under-

stand this segment.
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INTRODUC%qON

Part of the Department of Health's initiatives in the health sector include the formulation and
/

eventual implementation of a health care financing strategy. The overall objective is to increase

efficiency and equity in the provisionand funding of health care. The appropriateness of the planned
.'.- ...... . . . .. ._ .

reform package depends on, among other things, the legal and regulatory environment in which the

package will be put in place, The regulatory environment maygenerate a set of'.mcentivesand resource

flowsthz.t, in part or in whole; runs counter to the requirements Ofthe package of reforms. Those who

are in charge 0f shaping the reform package need to be provided with research-input on the nature of

this environment. This study aimsto provide the much needed baseline information on the legal and

regulatory environment affecting the health dare sector. The paper's objective is to provide both a

description of the current regulatory environment affecting the health care industry and a framework

for analyzing the impact of the legal environment on the indtistry, It will provide baseline informat[ort

on the following parameters ofthe health care environment, (_)the regulatory institutions; (ii) the legal

mandates of these institutions, (iii) the set of laws, executive orders, decrees and regulations that affect

the health care sector and (iv) self-regulatory functions of health care institutions. This study will

provide an analysis of how the current legal and regulatory environment affectsincentives, the supply

ot laeatth care proaucts, tactattes aria manpower, the efficiencyof resourceuseaswellas the distributioa

of financing costs arid benefits.
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CHAFTER ONE

Conceptual Framework

The study looks at the health care sector as an economic system. Since this sector utilizes scarce

resources in producing.the mix.of health care goods ann services for society, it is amenable to the t_'pe

of efflciency and welfare analysis that economists have utilized with success in other areas of social life.

We do not pretend tha t this description is more legitimate or more valuable than tlmt which would have

been provided by a public health practitioner or a legal scholar. But clearly any vision of what an ideal

health care system should do, an .ideal towards which legislation and public regulation attempts to prod

•the system; must face the problem of achieving this gdal with the least deadweight loss to sck:iety. At

the end of this study, we will try tOs_/ysomething about whether the health sector needs more regulation

or nod and what kind of regulation is needed. These prescriptions tend to be very broad and may best

be seen as provoking debates rather'than serving as detailed courses of action. Such detailed

recommendations, we think, can only be legitimately made after precise and (necessarily) quantitative

studies of costs and benefits have been performed.

We can characterize the health care system as a set of prices and health care products, an allocation

of resources or inpu'ts, public sector activity both. in provision, financing and regular!on of behavior of

private agents and a pattern of-health outcomes. The agents in this sector include government; owners ::

of resourceshsed in the.industry: doctors, nurses, etc.; firianciai institutions like health insurance :

companies. And finally, it includes consumers, who may be differentiated by amongother things, their

levels of income and their susceptibility to different illnesses. The agents and institutions in this system

are primarily motivated by economic incentives. For instance, an individual thinking of attending

medical school will weigh the direct and indirect costs 0f schooling and compare this with the stream

Ofincome he will earn ifhe undertakes the investment inhuman capital. A hospital administrator, in

t Not surprisingly for economist, we have argued that in many cases it needs less rcguladon.

page 2
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determining the proper mix ofserviceswillevaluate the potential net revenues the hospitalwillgener,ate

with this mixand compare itwith the net revenues fromchoosing art alternative product orservice line.

A consumer makes decisions about health care expenditures based on a limited budget and the prices

of healtReare arid other commodities which •providehim with satisfaction.

However, the health care system possessessome non-market features as well. These non-market

institutions arisebecauseofthe unique features of the product being produced by the health care sector.

In caseswhere regulation maybe defended as an attempt to correct for market failures,the econdmis_

isinterested in determining to what extent regulation represents the first-best solution and what are the

trade-offs implied bygovernment regulation ofcertain segments of the health care sector. Ultimately;

if it turns out that government intervention isindeed warranted, we want to say something about the

nature of the optimal public sector

response - that isdescribe the prin- _otrw 1.1:x_a_ c_ M_.._.t

ciples that should guide its design H,_t_c_

and implementation. M_po_r -

Figure 1.1 shows the different _ I_1_'_ I[
Health C_, Fm_cir4 H, COEL_"om_

institutions .thatmakeupthehealth F_ctu_,, I_ T,t,_,,a_,,] [

care market. The inputs in the pro- [ . [

dude health manpower (doctors,

nurses, dentists, etc.), •facilities

(hospitals, clinics and laboratories), equipment and pharmaceutical products. All these producean ou_-

put that werefer to as health service. The consumers mayeither buy these products directly (through

out-of-pocket expenses) or indirectly through health care financial intermediaries. Or the consumer

may be provided these servicesat a small cost by government.

As of 1988, the gross value added of private medical services was estimated to be around P 9.2

p3g¢ 3
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billion.2 Close to half of this was accounted for bythe National Capital Region (NCR). Basedon flgures

from the Philippine Hospital Association (PHA), there are about 1,159 private hospitals in the country

and 549 government hospitals (see Table 3.2). Total bed capacity is about 56,434 for government

hospitals and 39,844 for private hospitals. As of 1985, total sales of pharmaceutical companies reached

P 6.3 billion again with about half of this being accounted for by the NCR? Based on the health

manpowerstudy bythe Development Academy ofthe Philippines,<cumulative ever registrantswith the

Professional Regulatory Commission (PRC) included 75,299 doctors, 31,403 dentists, 193,797 nurses,

80,951 midwives, 31,770 pharmacists and 26,765 medical technologists. Out of these totals, there are

41,429 doctors, 16,957 dentists, 97,662 nurses, 39,696 midwives, 14,737 pharmacists and 14,479

medical technologists who renewed or are presently holding current IDs. As of 1987, the total amount

ofhealth insurance liabilities assumed byprivate health insurance companies amounted to P111 bitlion.

Medicare benefits paid out in 1987 amounted to about P 225"million. As of 1987, the budgetary

appropriations for r_heDOH was about P 4.1 billion which represents about 2.6 % of the national

government's total expenditures for that year.

Regulation of Economic Agents in the Health Care Sector

Regulation refers to the control of certain aspectsof behavior ofa private entity by a public agency.

That private entity may be a physician, a hospital, a health care insurance company, a pharmaceu:ical

company, an emplo//er, or any private citizen. The powers of the regulator may vary. It mayjust set

prices. Or it can require participation by groupsof individuals in programs like medicare. Or it can

construct a screening process which must be followedby those seeking entry into a profession.

We cart identily at least threedifferent objects ofregulation in the health care sector. The firstand

most obvious perhaps are, suppliers of health care services or products. These include health care

zFrom the Philippine Health Care Factbook 1990 (CRC).
J Froni the Philippine" Hea_lth Care Factbook 1990 (CRC).

+Development Academy of the Philippines (1993). He,'ff_hb,tanpower Profile.

page_4
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professionals - doctors, nurses, dentists, medical technologists and the like. They also cover pharma-

ceutical products and medical equipment; health care facilities like hospitals, clinic, blood banks, etc.

Thesecond area of regulation is in health care financing. Here citizens are required to subscribe to this

mandatory public health care insurance system and employers are required to finance part of the cost

of-insuring their employees. The government also regulates private financial intermediaries in the

health care sector- health care insurance companies. Finally, there is regulation of private behavior for

public health reasons. This include, for example, a ban on certain marine products (such as during red

tide season), restrictions on tobacco Smoking and advertising, immunization requirements, quarantine

procedures and the like. "Fhe focus of this study will be regulation of health care providers and regulation

•of health care financing. A!thguzl_ regulatioh ......of private behavior for public health reasons are an

important component of the entire regulatory environme_xt, they are less interesting from this particular

study's point of vie_v and will not be covered.

There are four major groups of economic agents that will be the focus of this study. The first are the

health care professionals - doctors,, nurses _nd dentists. Second are the owners of health care facilities

. mainly hospitals. Third are the providers of other major inputs such as pharmaceuticals and medical

equipment. Finally we have the intermediaries that specialize in health care financing.

Regulation of Health Care Professionals

The choice of entry to the health care professions depend on the costs of skill acquisition and the

anticipated revenues from practicing the profession. If the discounted value of the revenues net of _he

entry cost is greater than the next best alternative, the individunl will enter the profession.

The entry to the health care professions is strictly regulated by government. An important

justification for government regulation of entry to the he._lth care professions is the presence of

information asymmetry. Information asymmetry occurs when coasumers and producers do not have the

same information with regards to the product or service being exchanged. Under. a cofiapletcl'f

unregulated systeml the consumer may be unable to tell the qu:,licy of the physician's services bec._u_

,= |H
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the cost of obtaining the information may be too high. The physician, on the other hand, can obtain

rents from maintaining this imbalance or asymmetry in information sets. The market in this case does

not provide any incentives for truth-telling to occur. It may then be desirable for the government to

impose some form of control 9vet the quality0f health care providers by p_:escribing requirements for

entry.

The regulation of entry into the profession by }.hestate creates incentives for current practitioners

to want to limit the entry of potential competitors. They may do this by pressi.ng for stricter schooling

and licensing requiremdnts by the state or by product differentiation through certification by associa-

tions of existing health care professionals. Stigler (1971)has given a less benign cast to the nature of

some public sector regulation. Providers may actually demand regula.tion as a means to charge higher

prices, restrict output, limit entry and increase its profits. Without the presence of the regulator, the-

cost of collusion may be quite high. The resources needed to coordinate the behavior of many providers,

• monitor their behavior and enforce the pricing decision of the group may represent an insurmountable

obstacle to the development Of a cartel. Hence thepresence of a regulator, who can control entry, fix

prices and discipline erring members, all at public funds, may be a desirable outcome for some providers.

There is then a demand for regulation by private enterprises. The supply of these regulatory agencies

arise from legisl_atorswho are interested in obtaining political or economic support from vested interest

groups.,.

Health Care Facilities

• Owners of health care facilities like hospitals are assumed to have the objective of maximizing

profits. They generate revenues from selling hospital services to patients and incur costs from hiring

staff, providing facilities, equipment and other inputs. Under a completely unregulated system, users

of these facilities may be unable to tell the quality 0fthe hospital's services because the cost of obtaining

the information maybe t_ high. The hospital owners can obtain rents from maintaining this imbalance

or asymmetry in information .sets.

It may then 1._desirable for the government to impo.qe some form of control over the quali_y of
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services provided by these health care institutions. Regulation in this case take the form of staffing,

equipment and facilities requirement. Only hospitals who satisfy these requirements obtain a license

to operate, iThese restrictions represent an attempt to specifysome minimum standard of health care

provisionby hospitals. However,they do so by locking hospitals into input combinations that maynot

be consistent with the minimum cost Set'of inputs.

Other _pes of requirements on hospitals - such as setting aside charity wards, the no deposit rule

i:oremergency cases, etc. - turn, not on any presumed market failure,but on equity considerations.

Pharmaceuticals and Medical Equipment Providers

The pharmaceutical industry is characterized by the fast pace of product innovation. Most

-pharmaceutidat-compatdes hwest heavily in research and development to produce new and more

efficacious medical products. One important consequence of this is that pharmaceutical firms can

develop market power in certain products or lines of products thrOughsuccessfulR & D. This market

powercan be protected by patents or simply by better research. The firmwill invest in the development

of new produ6ts if the •expected return (expected sales less the cost of product development as a

proportion of the cost of development) equals the market rate of return plus some risk premium.

The stream of new products that emanate from the pharmaceutical industry and the (perhaps

temporary) •monopolypower that firms who produce these innovations can acquire tend to invite
./ ' . ." . • ,

government regulation. This tends to take two forms. One form ofgoveminent control is the testing

and licensing of the new pharmaceutical products to ensure that they represent safe and effective

treatments. The other form of regulation attempts to cdntrol monopoly power, commonly through

pricing _estrictions, but sometimes by eroding the firm's ability to differentiate their products through

the use of generic names.

Both types of regulations tend to lower the expected return fromproduct development. Product

testing increases the risk that the new product developed by the firm may not be approved for sale.

Generic branding may reduce the price that firms can charge on their products sinceconsumers no

•longer are able to discern significant therapeutic differences among the products of different firms.
q
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Health Care Financing Institutions

Private providers of health care insurance are assumed to want to maximize their expected profits.

1-heirrevenues come from premiums charged purchasers of insurance while their expected costs are the

average payments for the treatment of the illnesses of those who have purchased their contracts. Buyers

_f health care insurance contracts on the other hand are assumed to maximize their expected utility.

l'he uncertainty here arises because the occurrence ofa disease or:of an accident is a random variable.

Hertce, these buyers do not know for sure at what time they may experience an increase in expenditures

to cover the cost of their treatment and how muchincome they have to forego •during the duration of

their illness.

If insurance markets are comple.te, each individual can calculate the probability of this adver_

health outcome and purchase the appropriate insurance contract to meet this contingency. However,

insurance markets fend to be characterized by problems of both moral hazard and adverse selection

which limit both the scope of coverage and the breadth of participation in private insurance markets.

•Moral hazard refeL'sto the perverse change in incentives faced by individuals once they are able to

purchase insurance contracts. While an individual is still•unc0vered by health insurance, he has strong

incentives to take care ot:his health and to take precautions.against accidents. Once he is insured

however, he can afford to be less careful since in the'event of an illness or an accident, the insurance

company will pay for his treatment. Because of this, almost all insurance contracts have copayment

features or provide only limited coverage.

Adverse selection arises .because individuals demanding health insurance may Vary in their inherent

riskiness. There are likely to be costs in screening those who demand insurance coverage so insurance

providers will never be able to correctly assess everyone's inherent riskiness. Even individu._ls who are

observationally the same nlay turn out to have different risk characteristics. The problem of adverse

selection arises when the riskiest cases are induced to apply for insurance coverage. Any attempt by the

insurance company to increase its insurance premium will only drive out good ris_ and attract the worse

cases. Because of this insurance providers may choose to deliberately exclude whole groups of'_eople

i i i i
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from coverage because it isperceived that there issufficient heterogeneity in th.egroup to make it likely

that adverse selection willoccur with that group.

A market-based health insurance system isthen likelyto be pareto-inefficient in the faceof adverse

selection and moral hazard Problems. The market outcome may result in very large groupsof people
.,. -

being excluded from health insurance. Mandatory health insurance mayincrease societal welfareabove

that achieved with the market outcome and may explain why governments in many countries •require

and provide almost universal health• insurance, s

•MarketFailureandGovernmentl:ailure

Economists are generally of the mind t_at market-determined outcomes produce the _ocial• , . .. ........

maximum. Hence government attempts to alter the mix of products and the output level determined

by the marketplace will result in a reduction in welfare. There are certainirr/portant features of the

health care market though that mayprovide a rationale forsome formof government intervention. All

these features can generallybe swept under the rug ofthat convenient catchall wecall "market failure."

Over the years,economists have developed an understanding ofthese market failuresand providedsome

conditions under which government can intervene and what forms of interventions are most cost-

effective. Government intervention to provide public goods, to correct for externalities through an

• appropriate tax/subsidyscheme, Orregulate monopolies through marginal cost (MC) pricing increases

society's welfare. However, when the market failure arises from moral hazard, adverse selection, or

generally from information asymmetry problems, it is not clear what form of regulation is first-Lest.

Hence it is important to provide an assessment of the tradeoffs, the gains and the lossesthat emanate

from various types of regulations or restrictions imposed on private sector behavior. This sort of

assessment may be taken as an attempt to guard against government failure; that in the attempt to

correct for market failure, regulation does not lead to a greater deadweight loss forsociety.

SThere is likely to be large equity considerations as well.
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Outline of the Study

This study isorganized in the following way. In chapter 2, we examine the regulation of manpower

entry into the health care sector and look at the self-regulatoryroleof professional medicalassociations.

In chapter 3'weturn to the regulation 0fhealth care facilities, with special emphasis on the control over

hbspitals. Inchapter 4, we look at regulation ofpharmaceutical products and the Generics Act of 19S8.

In chapter 5, wetackle regulation ofhealth care financing institutions -health care insurancecompanies

as well asHMOs. The chapter also takes a look at medicare as a compulsory and public providedhealth

care insurance system. The passageof the local Government Code spells some adjustment problems

for theDOH regardingdevolution of health care facilitiesand the capability of local government units

to finance them. So,chapter 6 examines possible national government-LGU financin_ schemes for

alleviat:ingsome of these problems. Finally chapter 7 offersa number of suggestions regarding reform

of tl_e regulatory environment.
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CHAPTER TWO

Regulation of Health Care Professionals

In this cahapter we cover the major classes of regulations that apply to health care professionals.

These take the form ofschooling,.licensing and certification requirements. There are also restrictions

On substi_ti0n of services among closely allied specialties, e.g., ophthalmologists and optometrists, and

limitations on the delegation-of functions such as from dentists to dental aides. Because of the persistent

outflow of health care professionals overseas, we shall also look at.policies and regulations maintained

by either the DOH OrOther government agencies regarding overseas employment.

In our view, the most deleteriouseffect of the regulations is to increase barriers to entry in the health

care sector. Hence, in the text, we explore alternative institutional arrangements that assure some level

ofprofessiona! competence while creating a less restrictive environment. These alternative institutions

take the form of certification requirements, increasing delegation and substitution possibilities and

some form of taxation of overseas-bound health care professionals.

• Finally we examine the activities of the professional medical associations and their role in limiting

entry and competition, creating segmentation in the health care market and expanding demand for

their services.

I. SCHOOLING, LICENSING AND CERTIFICATION OF

HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Included in health care professionals are doctors, nurses, dentists and medical technologists. The

availability of this input to the domestic health care sector depends on the number ofStudents admitted

into medial,-nursirig or dental schools, and the stringency of the schooling and examination require-

ments. The number ofspe_ifilists is further dependent on the strictness of the residency and certification

system maintained by hospitals and the professional medical associations. Finally, we have to account

for leakages to foreign labor markets.
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Regulatory Agencies: DECS and the PRC

The Department of Education,Sports and Culture (DECS) regulates the admission and curricular

requirements of medical, nursing and dental schools as well as a host of other health care practitioners,

midwives,medical technologists, etc. The DECS also regulates'the physicaland staffing requirements

of these schools through its various boards - the Board of Medical Examiners, the Council of Dental

Education and the Board of Nursing.

The mandate for these regulatory activities are provided by Republic Acts 2382 (Medical Act of

1959), 7164 (the Philippine Numing Act of 1991), 4419 (The Philippine Dental Act of 1965) and 5527

(Medical Technology Act of 1969). These lawscreate and staffsvarious education boards which, in

turn, perform the stipulated functions. These boards are normally filled by representatives from DECS

and the .various professional health care associations such as the Philippine Medical Association

(PMA), the Philippine Nursing Association (PNA), the Philippine Dental Society (PDS), etc.

The Board of Medical Education has the following functions: (1) determine and p'rescribe the

requirements foradmission into recognized colleges of medicine; (2) determine and prescribe require-

ments for minimum physical facilitiesofcollege of medicine; (3) determine and prescribe the minimum

qualifications 0f teaching personnel, including student-teacl-/er ratlo; (4) determine a'nd prescribe the

minimum requ!ted chr/iculum leading to the degree of Doctor ofMedicine; (5) authorize and implement

experimental medical curriculum; (6) accept application for certification o'fadmission to medical

school and keep a register of those issuedcertificates; and (7) select, determine and approve hospita!s

for training.

Among the functions of the Board of Nursing are the following: (1) supervise and regulate the

practice of the nursing profession; (2) prescribe the subjects in the licensure examination and score and

rate the examination papers; (3) examine the pr_:scribedfacilities of universities or colleges seeking

permission to open new nursing departments; and (4) require nurseswho graduate fromstate colleges

and Universities to render, after being issued the necessary board licemes, at least one year of nursing

service in the Philippines before they are allowed to leave for overseas jobs..

page 12
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The Council on Dental Education has the following functions: (1) recommend the minimum

_equirementsofa pre-dental course; (2.) recommend the minimum requirements forthe regular dental

_urse; (3) determine and prescribe the minimum requirements for the physical plants and other

hcilities of schools or colleges of de.ntistry; (4) determine and prescribe the minimum number and

:lualificationsof the teaching personnel including the student-teacher ratio; and (5) inspect or visit

_choolsor colleges in ¢_onnectionwith the functions of the Council.

The Professional Regulation Commission (PRC), on the other hand, is in charge of the licensing

examinations and constitutes various Boards of Examiners which direct and supervise this activity.

PhysiciansTo enter medical school, one needs a bachelor's degree and successfulcompletion of the

Natiorual_Medi_calAptitude Test (NMAT). "The examination is a mandatory test administered

nationwide to determine the medical aptitude of those who aspire to undertakethe Studyof medicine.

This wasfirst instituted in 1985 under DECS Order No. 52. The cut-offpoint for-admissionprescribed

by the Bureau of Medical .Education is the 45th percentile. However, medical schools have the
* ,

discretion to set their own (higher) NMAT cut-off score.

A medicalstudent must complete a 4-year medical course leadingto adegree in Doctor of Medicine.

A twelve-month !nternship, a technical training course with whole day and night duties in different

departments ofa l_ospitalis undertaken after the course work; The Association of Philippine Medical

Colleges (APMC) takes •charge of the intern-matching program where interns are assigned to an

approved hospital. Accreditation standards are set by the Board of Medical Education. To practice

medicine, a candidate must pass the board examination which isgiven twice a year for fourdays in the

last two weekends ofFebruary and August. To pass the examlnation, an examinee must obtain a general

average rating of at least 75 % with no rating below 50% in any subject. The professiona! medical

associations in turn set-up their own certifying boards to control the inflow of specialists, e.g.

cardiologist_surgeons, obstreticians, etc. Table 2.1 provides some idea about the length of training

required by various specialization. The duration varies from 2 years to a maximum of 7 years.
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TABLE2.1

Duration of Some Selected Residency Programs

Field of Specialization 1 2 3 4 5 6

1, Family Medicine x x x
•2. Internal Medicine x x x

A, Allergy x x
B, Pulmonary x x
C. Diabetes x x

D. Endocrinology x x
E. Gastroenterology .x x
F, Cardiology x x
G. Hematology x x
H. Oncology x x

:.I,_.__,InfectiousDiseases., . x x
1, Nuclear Medicine x x
K, Nephr01ogy x x
L. Rheumatism x x

3. Pediatrics x _ x x
4. Radiology x x x
5. Rehabilitative Medicine x x "x
6. Neurology x x x
7, Pathology x x x
8. General Surgery x x x x

A. Plastic &
Reconstructive x x x × x x

B. Orthopedic x x x × x
C. Pediatric• x x x × x
D, Thoracic x x x × x
E. Urologic x x × x x.
•F. Neurosurgery x x x × x

9, Anesthesia x x ×
10, Obstetrics x x x
11. Op}tthalmology x x x

_m.

Source: DAP (1993). Htmlda blanpower: Profile and lvtarke_ Analysis.

There are about 26 medical schools in the country today. The APMC sets up an enrollment quota

for medical schools, with the quota setting the maximum number offreshmen students that each
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_aedicalsclaootcan accept (see Table 2.2 for the breakdown). The enrollment quota for all medical

•¢.hoolsisabout 4,432. Now given that average freshmen enrollment during the 1980snever added up

cothis total (see Table 2.3), the idea behind the quota system seem to be to preserve as many of the

medicalschools as possiblebypreventing more"desirable" medical schools fromexpanding enrollment

at the expense of the "less desirable" schools.

TABLE 2.2

Freshmen Enrollment Quota By Medical School

AGO Medical and FAucational Center 160

Angeles University Foundation 150
_-Gebu Doctors College cf Medicine- - 160

Cebu Institute of Medicine 260
Davao Medical School Foundation 160

'Divine Word University of Tacloban 60
DLSU.Emilio Aguinaldo College of Medicine 200
Fatima Medical Science Foundation 176
Far Eastern University 360
lloilo Doctor's College of Medicine 160
Lyceum Northwestern Foundation 160
Manila Central University 210
Mindanao State University 100

Pamantasan ng Ltmgsodng Maynila _ 110
Perpetu/al Help College of Medicine .176
Remedios T. Romualdez Medical Foundation 100
St. Louis University .... 160

- Southwestern University 210
UE Ramon MagsaysayMemorial 360
•Unive_ity of the Philippine (/vlanila) NA
University of the Philiplbines (Leyte) NA
University of Santo Tomas 420
University of Visayas 160
Virgen Milagrosa Educational Institute 160
West VisayasState University 160
Xavier University 100

TOTAL 4,432

• Source: Health Manpower: Profile and Market Analysis, 1993.
r_
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Table 2.3 also gives figureson new licensees each year for the past three years. An average of about

3,000 new physicians are licensed each year. At the same time, the country losesabout 400 physicians

each year to emigration and temporary overseas employment (seeTable 2.3). This represents about 15

% of new entrants.

TABLE 2.3

Freshmen Enrollment in Medicai Schools and New LiCensees

Year Freshmen Enrollees New Licensees

1987-88 2,135 2,553
1988-89 1;367 2,789
1989-90 1,666 3,911

Source: DAP (1993). -

TABLE 2.4

Overseas Employment of Physicians

Year Emigrants OCWs

1988 3OO 41
1989 : 269 40

_1990 337 50
1991 35O 63

Source: DAP (1993)

Nurses The Nursing Law (RA 4704) requires a four-year collegiate education in nursing and

successfulcompletion of the board examination. Over the last decade about two-thirds of all enrollees

in nursing courseswere ultimately able to finish their education; and ofthese, the proportion who passed

the board examinations was about 70 %)

i From H_/dt Manpower: Profi/e oaul Market Analysis (DAP, 1_o1.

L " '
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Table 2.5 gives'figureson first-year nursing enrollment and new licensees each year for the 1986-

90 period. Freshmen nursing enrollment has averaged about 21,0()0eachyear while an average of about

4,500 new nurses enter the profession. At the same time, the country losesabout 6000 nurses each year

to emigration and temporary overseas employment (see Table 2.6). This number is pretty large and

represents about 125 % of new entmnt_ over the last five years.

TABLE 2.5

Freshmen Enrollment in Nursing Schools and New Licensees

Year . Freshmen Enrollees New Licensees

- --t986-87..... 20,546 - ........ 3_877
1987-88 19,514 4,910
1988-89 24,043 4,355
1989-90 21,517 9,110

_°

Source: DAP (1993).

TABLE 2.6

Overseas Employment of Nurses

Year Emigrants OCWs
1988 1,239 5,6:Z8
1989 1,202 5,424
1990 1,326 6,847

• 1991 1,134 4,068

Source: "DAP (1993).

DentistsThe Dental Act of 1965 requires a _vo-year preparatory dentistry course and then a four-

year dentistry proper course. In order to practice the profession legally, the gr_iduatemust successfully

pass the dental board examination.

Table 2.7 gives figureson first-year dental school enrollment and new licensees each year for the
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1986-90 period. Freshmen enrollment has averaged about 2,700 each year while an average of"about

1,400 new dentists enter the profession. At the same time, the country losesabout 220 dentists each

year to emigration and temporary overseas employment (see Table 2.8). This number is pretty

insignificant representing just about 15 %ofnew entrants.

TABLE 2.7

Freshmen Enrollment in Dental Schools and New Licensees

Year Freshmen Enrollees New Licensees

1986-87 4,457 1,245
1987-88 2,411 1,090

1988-89 2,854 2,123

)98.9-90 1,090 ._ 1,267

Source: DAP (1993).

TABLE 2.8

Overseas Employment of Dentists

Year Emigrants OCWs
1988 182 3O
1989 ' 2O2 21
1990 196 30
1991 196 17

Source: DAP (1993).

II. WELFARE ANALYSIS OF REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

By raising the requirements/or entry to the medical professions,we thereby improve the average

quality of the medical workforce, but at the same time, we also raise the cost of medical care. For

prospective doctors, nurses, dentists, etc. to be willing to undertake the long and uncertainprocess of

schooling, interrtship, board examination and residency, the expected remuneration must be high

enough toequal the_return on an investment in the next best alternative. Ifthese prospective entrants

are alsorisk averse, then the expected remuneration must be higher than the return from the next best
,....
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alternative, with the risk premium varying directly with the degree of risk aversion. These higher

professionalfeesarethen passedon to consumers of health care.

Certification as an Alternative

This tradeoffbetween cost and quality of the health caremanpower isaddresseddirectly in the idea

of certification as an alternative. We believe that replacing some current entry regulations with

certification schemes may provideboth better information for consumers as well as affordable health

care.

The rationale for imposing licensing and other requirements rests on the welfare loss from the

uncertainty faced by consumers of health care services regarding the capabilities or proficiency of

producers. Byrequiring all health care provide/-sto acquire a basicset ofskills,this uncertainty in health

care quality is suitably dim.inished. The licensing requirement however requires all prospective

suppliersof laborservices to spend a greater amount of time in school. With entry restricted, the health

care sector alsounderprovides a variety of services that consumers wouldhave been willing to purchase

if only these were available and not regulated out of existence.

Arrow (1963) had raised the idea of certification as an alternative system for dealing with the

information asymmetry issue in the health care sect6r. The attraction Ofcertification as a regulatory

mechanism isthat it reduces the information asymmetry between health care provide_ and consumers

while avoiding most of the deadweight losses that come from imposing sigr/ificant costs of entry.

Basically, in a certification scheme, there willbe no barriers to entry to the health care sector. However,

health care providers willbe differentiated by the certification that they willobtain from the regulator.

These certificates will inform the consumer that specific providers have attained a particular level of

training or proficiency. T-he certification scheme leaves the choice about the appropriate amount of

investment in human capital to the health care providers themselves. Health care providers are free

to select the niche in the care sector that they want to occupy. There willbe a greater v.-irietyof health

careproviders givingthe consumer a wider rangeofoptions appropriate forhis level of income and taste.
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The pro[essionat medical societies already implement certification schemes at the high end of the
L

'healthcare manpower market, i. e. forspecialists. Acertification scheme at the lower rungsof this ladder

maybe superimposed on the current system too.

medical education in the country. It is difficult to imderstand, therefore, why the DECS does not

attempt to do away against these artificial impediments to choice.i

Substitution and Delegation Restrictions

The functions ofhealth care profe.ssionalsare defined and circumscribed by legislation, the Medical

•Act of 1959, the Nursing Act of 1991 and the Dental Act of 1965 to cite a few examples. Becau_

legislation defineseach medicalprofessional,sfiJnctions,any health careprofessional then that performs

functions not legally prescribed may be prosecuted criminally.

In reality however, excess demand for the services of particular specialists may provide incentives

for others with closely/allied capabilities to"perform nearly the same procedures. Examples of

specializations where substitution possibilities have been felt most strongly are between medical

technologists and pathologists and between optometrists and ophthalmologists. Many clinical or,.

laboratoryanalysisareperformed bymedical technologists withpathologists acting in asupervisoryrole.

However, these clinical reports cannot be issued by medical technologists without the signature of a

pathologist. There are those in the.medical technology profession who would liketo be able to issue
. * • . .. . . . ..

clinical diagnosiswithout waiting forthe approval ofa pathologist. The tuffbattle be_veen optometrizt_

andophthalmologists center on the desire•of the former to be able to prescribe or apply medication on

patients durintzthe process of diagnosis, a practice that so far has been confined to ophtha[mologiztz.

In the c.aseof physiciansand nurses, there are many fianctions- such asthe application ofmedication

and the care ofpatients - that are traditionally delegated to nurses. The law.ispretty definite about how

thelines aredrawn between physiciansand nurses. However, in practice, this line islikely to be blurred.

Everytikingbeingheld equal, the more functions physicians delegate to nursesor nurses'aides, the higher

the supplyof physician's services that can be made available to health care users.

7_ : I |ll I I I •
.m
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To know whether easing substitution-delegation restrictions between different health care groups

is desirable, one needs to know how much substitution-delegation possibilities there are. Many works!

on health manpower'requirements have employed task and time utilization techniques to estimate the

number of health care perso.rmel for any given epidemiology of disease. The health manpower

requirement isadjusted for the proportion of cases requiring care, norms of care, proportion required for

n0n-patient care, i. e., research arid teaching, and the possibility ofdelegationand substitution. The U.

8. Graduate Medical EducationNational Advisory Council (GMENAC)requirements model provides

art idea of how much leeway is.given by the possibility of'delegation and substitution for different

specialties (See Table 2.9). It is impdrtant to note that these possibilities are estimates made by medical

"experts" andthey reflect possibilities allowed by legislati0n, and may therefore underestimate what the

market itself would allow.

For some professions (dentists for example) or specializations (surgeons for example), there are very

little substitution possibilities. In other professions (nurses for example) and specialization (pediatri-

cians for example), the possibilities are significant. In the absence of even rudimentary r'askand time

data for the Philippines, we do not know to what extent these limits are approached here. •However,

the legislative tussle between local ophthalmologists and optometrists seem to suggmt that there are

strong market forces felt by some •suppliers of health care services to overstep legislated boundaries.

There is good reason for easing legislated fragmentation of health care functions among specialists )

at least for dlosely allied specializations. The argument may be framed in terms of Adam Smith's familiar

observation that the division of labor is limited by the extent of the market. In practice though, this

greater flexibility may be difficult to achieve since it entails enacting or amending legislation with,

presumably., tremendous political pressure from traditional providers against the contemplated change.
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TABLE 2.9

Delegation and Substitution Possibilities

Percentage of tasks that

Specialization can be Substituted and Delegated

PHYSICIANS .'

1. General Practitioners 25%

2. Cardiologists 5%

3.. Pediati-icians 37%

4. Ophthalmologists

Ocular morbidities 10%

Blindness prevention 30%

5. Surgeons n.s.

6. Obstretician-Gynecologist n.s.

7. Pulmonologists/Chest Specialists

Preventive 30%

Restorative Care 15%

. 8. Psychiatrists 16%

9. E.E.N.T. 5%

10. Rehabilitation Medicine ,n. s.-

NURSES

1. MinimalCare Patients 45%

2. lvloderate Care Patients . 40%

3. "Intensive Care Patients 25%

DENTISTS 3 % to 10%

8ource: DAP (1993).
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TABLE 2.10

Partial List of Professional Medical Associations

1.. Philippine Academy of Opthalmology and Otol_iryngology.
2. Philippine Ass,ociation of Plastic Surgeons, Inc.
3. Philippine College of Chest Physicians.
4. Philippine College of physicians.
5. Philippine College of Radiology.
6. Philippine College of Surgeons.
7. -' Philippine Dermatological Society.

• 8. philippine Heart Association.
9. philippine Neurological Association.

10. Philippine Obstetrical a.ndGynecological Society.
11. Philippine Orthopedic Association, Inc.
12. Philippine Pediatric Societ-q/,Inc.

..... 13. -- i_l:tilit6t_in_Psychiatric A_sociation.
14. Philippine Society of Allergology and Immunology.

15. Philippine Society of Anatomists.
16. Philippine Society of Anesthesiologists.
17. Philippine Society of Endocrinolo_ and Metabolism.
18. Philippine Society of Gastroenterology.
19.. Philippine Society of Hematology and Blood Transfusion
20. Philippine Society of Nephrology.
21. Philippine Society of Neurological Surgeons."
22. Philippine Society of Nuclear Medicine.
23. Philippine Society of Oncology. "

24. " Philippifie Society of Ophthalmology. ....
25. Philippine Sgciety of Pathologists.
26. Philippine UrologicalAssociati0n.
27. Prosthetics Association of the Philippines."

Source:DAP(1993).

Overseas Employment

Overseas employment of health care professionals is supervised by the •Philippine Overseas

Employment Administration (POEA). The POEA wascreated in 1982by Executive Order 797which

merged the old Overseas Employment Development Board.(OEDB), the National Seamen Board

(NSB) and the overseasemployment program of the BureauofEmployment Services ofthe Department
,%

................. /
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of Laborand Employment (DOLE) into a single institution.

: Surprisingly,there are nOspecial requirements that the POEA imposeson health careprofessionals.

They can be recruited by licensed agencies or throughname hiring3 They are only required to provide

copiesoftheir PRC card, board certificate and rating and CGFNS certificate (for U.S. bound workers).

There are two ways of looking at the POEA. On the one hand, the POEA may be seen as a

government monopoly that intermediates unnecessarily between people who wish :toobtain oveiseas

workand foreignemployers who are looking for Philippine labor. The activities of the POEA will lead

to an artificial scarcity of Philippine overseas labor. On the other hand, it could be argued that the

existenceof the POEA reduces substantially thesearch cost of overseas employment as well asreduces
,+ .

uncertaintyin/he-overseas employment market. Uncertainty in the overseas labo?market comes in the

formoffly.by.night recruiters who victimize indi'iiduals wanting to work abroad. With POEA's system

of accreditation of recruitment agencies, this riskisminimized. The overall result is a rate of labor

outflOWwhich wouldexceed what would have arisen in a completely deregulated overseasemployment

market.

Since a significantamount of human capital isinvested in these medical professionals,emigration

representsa reduction of the country's human capital stock. Studies dealing with the effect of overseas

employment on health manpower availability ge'neraliy'have not been able to find statistically

significant increases in health care cost as a consequencel NeverthelesS, it may betime to implement

somemeasurestostem this continuingbraindrain. At the moment, the health care esrablishmentseems

content on"moral suasion 'to persuade medical graduates to stay or to render health care service in the

ruralareas.'Nurseswho wish to work abroad have, however, to satisfy a one-year domestic employment

requirement{ There seems to be moreefficient waysofresponding to this problem though. Forexample,
+.

ZA name hire is a worker who is able to secure a contract for overseas employment on his own without the participation
of any recruitment agency.

• i i m j , ....... ij i iL
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t_xation of immigratingmedical workerscan be justified on the groundsof increasing national welfare)

Ideally, the tax should be appliedonly to permanent immigrants and not to overseas contract workers

(OCWs) since remittances from the!atter represents some form of benefits from theirservices that still

accrue to the country. Another alternative Wouldbe to reduce the subsidies to medical education

providedby schools, especiallybythe state-supported institutions, or at least repackage the subsidiesso

that they are targeted to those willing•to render workat home foraspecificperiod oftime. There isplenty

of anecdotal evidence which suggests that more than half of the UP's graduating medical students

ultimately end up working abroad. Since the discrepancy between the incomes of health care workers

at home and abroad is likely to persistfor some' time, the incentive for emigration will continue to be

very high. It seems ludicrous then to appeal•to the students' sense of duty while state subsidiesmake ic

lesscostly for them todo precisely me opposite.

IlL PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS

The objective in this section is to describe the activities of professional medicai societies and

associations (a partial list is provided in Table 2.10) and to provide a framework for explaining the_

activities. These activities are in the area of legislation, public health programs,and their interacrion

with regulatory agencies./Feldstein (1977) has,argued that the behavior of many professionalhealth

associationscanbelt be _xplained asthe maximization of the income ofitscurrentmembers. And hence,

their activities in demanding legislation, interacting with regulatory agencies or involvement with

public'health programsis to realizeoutcomes that they could not have achieved by relying purely on

market forces. These activities are designed to (1) increase the demand for their services, (2) cause an

ino _:.,a_u, ute prtce oIse_'mes wnich substitutes for those that they produce, (3) limit the entry of new

suppliers and (4)enable them to price discriminately.

J Of course, emigrants no longer count as part of the national societ3". Hence the deadweight loss from taxing them is nor
considered in the national cost-benefit calculus.

roll , L ...... _ _ ,ll|l ,O,L ||,
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Regulatory Agencies and Pr0fessionaI Medical Associations

The areaswhere these organizations are most active are in the Board of Medical Examiners, which

administers the examinations for physicians, the accreditation of hospitals' training programs and the
. • ". , .

a_eprance of specialists into their r_spective societies. One of the interesting ironies of the situation

isthat forprofessionalassociations whoseattention issofocused on the Capabilitiesof new entrants into

the medical field, there is very little concern with upgrading the skills of current members, specially

those who have beenpracticing for a long t_me. This suggests that a major objective of the medical

profession isthe restriction Ofentry, Thelinvolvement of the professional medical associations in the

regulation of entry through examination and o.ther licensure requirements were documented above.

Market Segmenta_on

Our focus here will be on' the activities of the professional societies like the College of Surgeons

whosemembersbelong to _e same medical speciali_tion.'The idea behind these professionalgocieties

isto a& as screening mechanisms for members in the same specialization. Only those specialists who

have satisfied the rigorous requirements maintained by the society can.become fellows. Fellows have

to undergo their residency •onlyin hospitals that have been accredited bythese societies. Hospitals have•

an.incentive to set up these residency programs an d hence bear the .costof training.because residents

are a source or --cheap 1attar.

We can look at the activities of these professional societies as an attempt to segment or to

•differentiate the market for=medicalspecialists. Certainly, members of these professional societies

predominate in the best tertiary hospitals. In one sense, the fellowshiprequirement sets tip an entry

barrier to employment in the best hospitals for non-members. The market power enjoyed by these

societies willobviously vary byspecialization. It is hard to provide a clearcut answer to the question of

how successful this segmentation might be but it is likely thac there is significant variation. We have

found for example that except for the very large societies like the Philippine College of Surgeons, it is
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very difficult to obtain information on the sizeof membership of these professionalsocieties. Although

in some cases, thi[s reluctance to provide information seems intentional, in other cases, it simply

reflected a la.ckof information. The smaller societies seem to fianction more like social clubs with a

floating membership. Frequently,society officesarehoused in the clinicof whoever iscurrently the head

of the society.

We have already touched on the issue of substitution and delegation possibilities among clo_[y

allied specializat!ons. Eachspecialization willendeavor to preserve its tufffrom encroachment byothers

while trying to expand its range of functions. The recent professional tussle between optometrists and

ophthalmologists on whether the former may be allowed to use certain drugsduring diagnosis reflec:s

the.reality of this tension among the different societies.

Involvement in Public Health. Programs

Even the involvement of professional medical associations in th e area of public health maybe Fur

in the frameworkof the pursuit of self-interest (Tollison and Wagner, 1991). This frameworkpredic:s

that the efforts of professional medical associations will be concentrated in those areas in the public

health arena that tend to increase the present value of their, income streams.

I:.ttortsto prolong the longevity 0fthe population, which isoften a principal concern ofpublichealth

•policy, may bicrease the present value of the incomes of medical workers. This can happen if the age

structure of the population changes so that there is more mass in the upper tail of the distribution and

the aged have a far greater need for rriedical services. Consequently, the participation of professional

medical groups in this area is not surprising2

Or public health effortsdesigned to bring down the incidence of certain diseases, mayhave non-
I

neutral effectson the incomesof medical specialists. Forexample, supposediseaseA ismedically more

intensive than diseaseB. And suppose that a reduction in the incidence ofdiseaseBleads to an increase

inthe incidence of diseaseA in the population (for example, a lower incidence of heart attacks leads

to a greater incidence of cancer). Then there will be an incentive for professionalmedicalassociatioas
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to lobbyforgreaterpublichealth;effortin controllingdiseaseBratherthanA sinceaneffectivehealth

programwill leadto anincreasein thedemandfor theirservices.

":The activitiesof suchorganizationsasthe PhilippineHeartAssociation,PhilippineDiabetes

Association,andthe PhilippineSocietyof Oncologywhichconductinformationcampaignsonthe

incidence_indlikelycausesofheartdisease,diabetesorcancermaybeseenaspart0fanefforttoincrease

demandfortheservicesofthesespecialis=.Hencespecificgroups(them-called"high-riskgroups")are

_geredandadv!sedtoobtainperiodiccheckups.Theseinformationcampaignsraisetheprofileofthe

specificailmenr.sme_ asmc_a_tonsareconcernedwith andhave verymuch the sameeffectas

adCertisingcampaignsfornon-medicalgoodsorservices.
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CHAPTER.THREE.

Regulation of Health Care Facilities

This chapter discusses the major regulations affecting health care facilities: hospitals, blood banks,

_-rayfacilitiesand laboratories,although the major emphasiswill be on hospitals. We can classifythese

:egulationson hospitals into two types: those affectingcosts (through various standards requirements)

md those affectingrevenues. We shall also providesome welfareanalysisofthe effectsofbothstandards

md revenue regulations. Based on this, we will consider alternative meci_anisms for reduc/ng

mcertainty about the quality of health care facilities..

I. STANDARDS REGULATIONS .ON HOSPITALS

Republic Act No. 4226 requires the licensure of all hospitals in the Philippines and authorizes the

Bureau of Medical Services (now the Bureau of Licensing and Regulation) to serve asthe licensing

agency. The Bureau of Licens!ng and Regulation (Big.) sets the technical Standards and the basic

requirements for licensing ofhospitals (seeAppendix 1Aand 1B forthe most recent technical standards

applicable to tertiary hospital).

These rules and regulations ar.eappliCable to any hospital, and. any institution _ch as those for

convalescence or sanitorial care, infirmaries, nurseries, clinics or dispensaries where there isat least six

(6) beds or cribs or bassinets it;stalled for twenty-four (24) hour use by patients. The rules and

regulatiom on hospitals vary according to the type of hospital considered, whether it isgovernment or

private; general or special; primary,secondary, or tertiary i and according to whethei they are training

or non-training hospitals.,.The Bureau of Licensing and Regulation has the authority to conduct an

inspection and examine hospital records to determine compliance with its rules and regulation.
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Efficacy of Enforcement

"It is difficult to tell how well these standards requirements are being enforced by the Bureau of

Licensing and Regulation. The data suggests that a large proportion of hospitals are able to renew their

licenseseveryyear. In Table 3.1,.weprovidesome information on the number ofhospitals given licenses

by the BLR. Between 1989 and 1990, this averaged close to 1,700hospitals. This isa largechunk of

the hospital system in the countmi since the Philippine Hospital Association (PA), which isthe largest

association of hospitals in {he counny, lists a total of about 1708 member hospitals (see Table 3.2).

TABLE 3.1

.... Number.ofHospitalsLicensed

PRIMARY HOSPITALS•

Year Government Private Total

1989 155 644 799

1990 154 623 777

SECONDARY HOSPITALS - ..

Year Government Private Total

1989 294 343 637

1990 276 331 607
.=

TERTIARY HOSPITALS

Year Government Private Total

•1989 115 145 260

1990 111 138 249

Source: Bureau of Licensing and Regulation, Department of Health.

m .
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TABLE 3.2

Distribution of PrDate and Public Hospitals By Region

Government Private Ratio of Govt. toTotal

REGION HOSP AF.C HOSP ABC HOSP ABC

CAR 30 1,470 34 995 46.88% 59.63%
I 31 1,775 71 1,979 30.39% 47.28%
II 31 1,225 46 968 40.26% 55.860,¢
III 51 3,260 125 2,910 28.98% 52.84%
IV 79 3,983 151 4,238 34.35% 48.45%
NCR 37 18,005 131 11,231 22.02% 61.590,¢
V 38 2,074 102 1,866 27.14% 52.64%
VI 42 2,175 36. 2,200 53.85% 49.71%
_VII.- _8_ 2,173 52 2;000 42.22% 52.07%
VIII 47 2,020 24 637 66.20% 76.03%
IX 30 1,765 51 1,073 37.04% 62.190`¢
X 46 2,195 107 2,711 30.07% 44.74%
XI 30 1,459 135 ,4,59.7 . 18.18% 24.09% '
XII 19 12,855 94 2,439 16.81% 84.05%

TOTAL 549 56,434 1,159 39,844 32.14% 58.62%

LEGEND: HOSP - Number of he_pitals; ABC - Actual bed capacity.

Source: Philippine Hosplm.1 Ass0ci.atlon

It is impossible, however, to know theamount of scrutiny and care that went to the examination

of these facilities. The budgetary allocation for the Bureau over the 1989-91 periodaveraged lessthan

a tenth of a percent of the Department's total budget (see Table 3.3), which suggeststhat enforcement

of these standards is not particularly high on the DOH's priorities.

.Regulations Impinging on Hospital Revenues
..L

There are also regulations and public sector activity that have an important bearing on hospital

revenues. These are:(l) competition from governmenthospitals, (2) be&pace for ind.igent patients,

(3) no-deposit rule and (4) taxation 6fh "osp_tal revenues.

.. , r ,
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There is a sigrfificant public sector presence in hospital care provision, which undercuts the ability

of the private hospitals to compete and reduce their profitability. The number of beds allocated to

private patients !n public hospitals can be as high as 30 % to 40 % of total beds. InTable 3.2, we present

the distribution of hospitals, private as well as public, across different regions of the country. Note that

the public hospital system represents about 58.6 % of total bed capacity of the hospital system. In the

NCR region, it makes up 61.6 % of total bed capaciv/which seems to represent a gross iml_alance in

the distribution of public health care facilities across regions. Public sector facilities should presumably

I_ made available to those who cart ill afford to utilize the more expensive private health care facilities.

Since the Urban centers, specially the Metropolitan Manila area, have higher per capita incomes one

would suppose that the populace there would be more willing and capable to pay for private health care.

TABLE 3.3

Budget of Bureau of 'Licensing and-Regxllation "

(Millions of Pesos)

1989 1990 1991 1992
Personnel 1.905 1.913 1.913 . 3.207
Others 1.540 1.006 - 0.974 0.923
Total 3.645 _2.919 2.887 4.130

10.06 %)- (0.03 %) (0.03 %)

NoR: Figurein parenthesisindicatesthe budgetof the BI'Rasaproportionof entireDOHbudget

Source:BureauofLicensingandRegulation,Departmentof Health.

Hospitals are also required to set aside some of their be&pace for "indigent"' pai:ients. Ifthese private

hospitals are located less 'than twenty kilometers from a government hospital, they _re entitled to

government subsidy. The principle behind this subsidy is chat if there is a nearby government hospital,

then that is where the"indigent" patients should have rect:ived medical service. The costof any medical

service extended by a private hospital which is within the prescribed distance from a government

m |, : _ , , ...... ,
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hospital must theiefore be partly borne by the national government. The amount of the subsidy is

however limited to ten beds.

In emergency cases, defined as a state of the patient "where there is immediate danger and which

delay in initial and appropriate.treatment may cause loss of life, ''1private hospitals cannot turn away

patients. Hospitals are required to abide by the no-deposit role in emergency cases. Billing and

,,_ " * I.' " •collection should, commence 0nly after nt,at appropriate treatment'' has been completed..

Private hospitals, whether organized as profit or non-profit institutions,, are treated as other

corporate institutions. Hence their revenues are taxed at the usual corporate rates, which is35 % as per

the Internal Revenue Code.

II. LABORATORIES, BLOOD BANKS A_ND X-RAY FACILITIES

The Bureau of Research and Laboratories (BRL) regulates the-activities and functions of clinical

laboratories, and thee activities include the examination and analysis of any or all samples of human

or animal tissues, fluids, secretions, excretions, radio activity, or other material existence of pathogenic

organisms; pathologicprocesses or conditions in the person, or animal from which such samples are

obtained.

Standards in laboratories vary adco/ding to their classification. F0rpurposes of their functions, they

are classified as either Clinical Patholqgy, Anatomic Pathology or Forensic Pathology. They are aho

classified by their affiliaiion: hospital laborato?ies or free-standing (non-hospital)laboratories. Finally,

in terms of the range of services extended, they are classified as either primary, secondaW or tertiar/.

The principal legislation governing regulation of blood banl_ is Republic Act 1517 (otherwi__e

known as the Blood Bank Law). Blc_l Banks are classif/ed for the purposes of setting the technical

standardsfor licensing requirements. Blood banks are either primary, secondary or tertiary. In terms

IFrom DOH Administrative Order No. 89, Series of 1990.

-- : u iiuup
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of affiliation, blood banks are either hospital blood banksor flee-standing (non-hospital) blood banks.

Eachblood bank is required to maintain a permanent record to show the donor's name, card number,

data pertaining to the donor's result of blood grouping, serologic and other screening test, for whom the

blood was issued, and the date of issue: Blood banks must also provide for recording reactions ifany have

occurred, the quanti _ of blood in storage, disposed or transferred daily and the temperature of storage.

Each blood bank is to report annually the volume Ofblood collected and utilized or otherwise disposed

of and any adverse reactio n that may have occurred. All blood banks must show compliance with the

technical standards with respect to its head, personnel, physical facilities, equipment/furniture and

glassware/R,eagents/Supp !i_.

The DOH ihrough the Bureau of Licensing an d Reggtra.tion also imposes registration and licensure

requirements on dental prosthetic laboratories through Administrative Order 117-B, series of 1992,

(Revised rules and Re_lations Governing the Re_stration, IAcef'tsureand Operation of Dental Prosthet,:c

Laboratoriesin the Philippines) and X-Ray facilities, through Administrative Order 124, series of 1992,

(Ru/es and RegulationGoverning the Establishment, Operation and Maintenance of an X-Ray Facility.in tle

philippines).

III. WELFARE ANALYSIS

We shall focus our analysi._of the efficiency effects of regulation on health care facilities on hospitals.

As was.discussed above,'regulations covering hospitals can be classified intothose affecting revenues and

standards requirements that impinge on costs.

The regulations to provide bedspace.for indigent patients ("charity wards") and emergency care
"8

raises a number of important issues. First, the added costs incurred by the hospitals in servicing indigent

patientsor providing emergency care will simply be passed on to paying health care consumers. 2 Ideally,

assessment of cross subsidies across various income groups isbest done within a comprehensivenational

ZThis is t-me if the industry were perfectly competitive. If hospitals have some market power, then some'of the addiciona!
c_ts of treating indigent patients will be home by hospital owners.
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health insurance program. Under the current scheme, hospitals effectively select who bears the burden

for its provision of emergency care or treatment of indigent patients.

A more efficient scheme would be for some formof direct subsidy to the hospitals for providing this

kind of care. Already, something like this exists for private hospitals within a certain radius of

government hospitals. The subsidiesare drawn from general tax revenues and hence reflect the average

tax rates levied on the citizenry. They maynot be the tax rates that would have been levied by an ideal

national health insurance programbut islikely to prove superior to the current system. This subsidymay

take the formof tax credits on all expenditures devoted to charity wardpatients or emergencyroom care.

Some Welfare Considerations in Assessing Standards Requirements

Standards requirements are usuallyseen byregulators asa necessary tool for assuringquality medical

care. But they are also likely to increase the cost of incorporating_a new hospital, as well as hinder

hospitals from choosing the set offacilities and staffingpattern consistent with their casemixand market

niche. There are two major arguments that may

be raised against such regulations. 0""'_

The more important objection has to do with p k_

consumer sovereignty. Regulations raise the , _ c_-_

•qualityofhealth careservices although t:onsum- _1FI
• 111

ers may be willing to trade off quality for lower .k .,.-_'P_c'

cost of health care provision. Let Z = [zv z_]be o _, ,, o,_,_,_igure3.1 Constun_"Sowrdg_aly

some health care service with characteristics

given by the individual zis.The idea behind this specification isto recognize that the output Z produced

by the health care sector really represents a bundle of different characteristics. Hence the first coordi-

nate ofthe vector Z mayrepresent quantity while z2mayrepresent quality. In Figure3.1, wewill measure

quantity along the horizontal axisand quality along thd vei'tical axis. The indifference curvesof the rep-

resentative consumer is given by the curves (ICv ICz, etc.). The resource and technology co_trai/_ts

i |
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facedbysociety allow it to produce and combination of quantity and quality along the bowedout curve

pp. The market outcome willberepresented by the point C where the PP curve istangent to the highest

indifferencecurve it can reach. Quantity is at z_°and quality _ at zz'. Now government maydesire that

producersbe at point R instead. At point R morequality isprovided (zz')but at a cost of lower quantity

(zl'). In this example, consumers value the lost quantity more than the increase in quality, and hence,

society's welfare is diminished by mandating thathealth care producers supplyz_'amount of quality.

Second, evenassuming that there is a legitimate public role for trying to raise health care quality,

regulations need notbe the most cost effective means ofachieving that objective. To carryon with our

previousexample, suppose that to produce the zts we require a vector of inputs, a_zthrough a_m.The se_

of production fu ons which describes the technology in the health care sector is then given by:

(3.1)z I z1( ...,a,=)

(3.2) = ...,

Now let usassume aset of resource constraints so that:

(3.3) Si_,Za_j= aj, j = 1, ..., m

Letsociety'swelfare function be given byW= W(zv zz).3Then maximizingthis with respect to the a_

subject to the technology and resource endowment constraints give us the first-order conditions:

(3.4) (dWldz_)l(dWl& z) = (dzjda,i)l(dzJda_i) j = 1, ..., m

SWe can think of tl_eW function as the welfare function of the benevolent social planner.

giRl |ll
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InFigure3.1,the._x:ial indifferencecurves OuanUty

_re given by curves (SC, SCz, etc.). The /

socialoptimum is at point R where the PP >...
°curveistangent to the highest social indiffer- zl

encecurve it canreach. Supposewestartout zl \ a

ure 3.2). Now imagine a move towards this

z2 zZ • OusIIb,
socially desirable mix Ofquamity and quality. Figure :3.2 Wdfare Effects ofFaczlities Requiremmts

These first-order condttiom tell us how dae

changein re.sourceallocation has to be effected: For anya,,.the tradeoffbetween reducingquantity and

increasing quality must satisfy (4). This representsthe pareto-optimal way of moving from one

configuration of quantity and quality to another. It is doubtful whether the plethora of standards

requirementswill move resource allocation along this trajectory except by a coincidence of the most

immensemagnitude. In general, regulations that stipulate the mix of inputs or facilities that health care

producershave to utilize to increase quality would have the effect of locating producers not on PP but

inside the PP frontier. Hence the effect of regulation Wouldbe not_to move society from C to R, but

•from C to a point like I, a point which is inside society's production possibilitytrgntmr.

Apareto-superior way ofeffectinz the move towardsgreater qualit,/wi!l be to faceproducers of these

serviceswith the "correct" relative prices [gi_,enbythe welfareweights dWldzJdW/d_). In Figure 3.2,

this is represented by the slope of the social indifference curve SCzwhich istangent to PP at R. Hence,

governmeni_may n_ed to subsidize the production of quality health care Services.The advantage of a

systemof su..bsidiesto regulation isthat by facing producers with the "correct" prices, they are allowed

to choose that set of input-combinations that raise their quality in the least cost manner. .

The analysishas proceeded sofar on the assumption that quality isobservable,and given a specified

price vector, that producers can be trusted to deliver exactly that quality of health care services

promised. Of course the entire problemwith information as_/mmetryisthat pricesalone maynot induce
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the proper response from producersof health care services, i. e., maynot induce them to produceat point

R. The basicreason has to do with the cost of monitoring and verifyingadherence to the specified level

of quality. To make a systemof subsidies workable in an environment where information isimperfect,

one has to be able to quantify the productionofquality health care. Assumitrg that a workable index

can be constructed, the subsidy system must be able to accurately assessthe claims of health care

providers about the qualityoftheir output. Such a monitoring and verification systemmaybe very costly

to manage.

The point of regulation isto provide a mechanism other than prices forassuring that level ofquality

desired by society. Regulatorspick a set of facilities, o[ level of schooling or examination requirement

and m_ke that_vas!ab!e!dentical with' au_lity medical care. This almost surely guarantees a violation

of the pareto-efflcient conditions outlined by (3.4). The tradeoff with regulation is that we force

production to take place within rather than on the frontier. At the same time, one must remember that

there are also costs to enforcing government regulations. It is not clear to us why ex ante the costs of

asubsidyprogramand the monitoring-verification scheme that has to be constructed alongsideit should

necessarilyexceed the deadweight and enforcement costsoieregulation.Surely, this isan empirical issue.

IV. SELF-REGULATION BY HOSPITALS

The apparent inability Ofthe DOH to provide the necessary res0urces'for careful examination of

health care facilities mayprovidesome impetus foralternative institutional arrangements to arise. Here

we consider the costs and benefits of self-regulation by an association of private and public hospital_.

Such a system may ultimately be politically more workable then the pure subsidy scheme outlined in

the last section hefice is worth exploring in greater detail.

The mechanism for self-regulation may follow the sort of certification scheme practiced by the

profe_ional medical societies.4 ThePhilippine Hospital Association will, after a thorough inspection

4The hotel industr3.is a good example where the firms in the industryconduct their own certification scheme. Hotels are
classified on a star rating'iron one to five.

L
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CHAPTER FOUR

Regulation ofDrugs, Equipment and Supplies•

We shall Consider four sets of regulations in this chapter. The first is the requirement to test and

register pharmaceutical products before they can be issued in the market place. The second is the

Generics Act of 1988 (RA 6675) which attempts to promote the use of"generic" drugs through public

information campaigns, labellingi and restrictions Onthe premsiptions that may be issued byphysicians.

The third is the provision of patencprotection to producersof pharmaceutica! producers. Finally, we

shall touch on regulations •involving the importation and use of medical equipment and supplies.

• he structure of the discussion is the similar. Welook at the rationale behind each of the policy

interventions. Second we lookat how these 'interventions have been carried out. And finally we

provide an assessment of the effects - both the benefits and costs.

I.TESTING AND REGISTRATION OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

Before a pharmaceutical product carl bemarketed in this country, it has to be registered with the

Bureau of Food and Drugs (BFAD). The process of registration will require some testing of the product

to make sure that the drug introdtice.d into the market kssafe for patients. A second purpose of the

procedure is to ascertain that the claims made about the produc{have merit. There is a presumption

•here that market forces alone will not induce drug prodticer s to choose the s0ciallydesirable tradeoff

between safety and cost hence the need for a regulatory body with these powers of testing.

The BFAD acts as the policy formulationand monitoring arm on matter s pertaining to foods, drugs,

traditional medicine, cosmetics and household products containing hazardous substances. It prescribes

general standard s and guidelines with respect to the veracity of nutritional and medicinal claims in the

advertisement of foods, drags and cosmetics inthe various media. It also provides consultative, training

and advisory services to all agencies and organizations involved in food and drug manufacturing and

distribution with respect to assuring safety and efficacy of foods and drugs. Finally it conducts studies
.

•and research related to food and drug safety.
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It may be dimcult to imagine why objections can be raised against the testing of new pharmaceu-

tical products. If the testing isable to weed out potentially dangerousproducts Orisable to deflate fal_

claims made by some manufacturers, surely all of_cie_ isbenefitted. However, ranged against these

benefits areequally significant andreal costs. First testing may take time and hence there isa lagbefore

new and valuable medicines can be made available to patients. Second, testing requirements and the

consequent delay in the introduction of products raises the cost ofproduct innovation. Apart fromthe

resources that manufacturers have to allocate to do R &.D, they now face the risk that some of their

products will be weeded out by the BFAD. And even if these drugsare found to be safe, there is still

a costof waiting. At the same time one must note that this component of the social cost of product

registration andtesting maybe greater in the developed countries, where most significant R & D tak_

place, than in a country like the Philippines.

The costs and benefits of product testing have been studied by Peitzman (1974) in the case of the

United States. Interestingly he findsthat socialcostsoutweigh the benefits by a factorofnearly fivefold.

No one has so far attempted to do a similar study for the Philippines. Such an undertaking may be a

worthwhile effort to quantify the net gain or lossto society of drug testing and mayprovide policymakers

some idea about how to make the process of drug testing and'registration lesssocially costly.

• The Pharrffaceutieal & Healthcare Association of the Philippines (PHAP), which isan umbrella

group for the major pharmaceutical companies in the Philippines, has expressed its concern with what

they perceive to be the very slowpace of product registration byBFAD. They estimate that it takes one

yearon average to have a product's registration renewed while it takes two yearson average to get a new

product registered,t Consequently,/vlemorandum Circular No. 5, series of 1990, (Facf_mtingActionon

Re_strationofCertaCnPharmaceuticalProducts)was issuedin response to the need to establish a separate

and speed-up process (called the "Special Lane").for the evaluation and registration of pharmaceutical

tThis was conveyed to the authors during our interviews wir_aieprc_entatives of the organization.

• imlll
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products.. Seven product categories were identified for inclusion in the special lane and it isestimated

that processing under the special lane will take no longer than three months.

Currently, BFAD has three lanes for drug registration and laboratorytesting. These are the regular,

special and urgent lanes. The time frames for each lane are:

TABLE 4.1

Time Frame for Registratlon Lanes

LANE• . TIME FRAME

1. Regular Lane 18 Months

2. Special Lane 3 - 6 Months

3. Urgent Lane 1 - 3 Months

Source: BFAD -

Table 4.2 also gives the number Ofregistration applications that Wereeither approved or denied in

1991.

TABLE 4.2

Number Of Registration Applications Approved/Disapproved For 1991

•APPROVED DISAPPROVED

Initial Applicati.0n 1,296 :: 18

Renewal •901 43

Sou're.e: BFAD

We have not ken able to obtain any ocher independent estimate of the average length of time it

takes to have a pharmaceutical product tested and ap13r0vedfor registration apart from the PHAP

estimates. The BFAD has,all the data to be able to generate this type of information since registration

application and approval datesare all loggedby the Bureau. This willbe helpful in generating estimates

of the cbsts of delay incurred in drug testing and registration.
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II. GENERICS ACT OF 1988 (RA 6675)

Our empl'msiswill be primarily on the so-called "Generics Act of 1988" (RA 6675) and its impact

on the cost of drugs in particular and health care provision in general. The fundamental purposeofRA

•6675 is "to encourage the exce_Lve use of.drugs with generic names"and "to ensure the(Jr) adequate

supply ... at the lowest possible cost." This Wasto be achieved by mandating the use of generic

terminology bymedical practitioners, pharmaceutical companies and outlets. Towards this end, the law

required the DOH to publish the generic and correspondingbrand names of all drugs and medicines

available in the Philippines. It further required the DOH, DEC,S,DILG and the Philippine Information

•Agency to conduct an information campaign to promote the use of generic drugs as an alternative to

brand name drugs. Where the lawme1 spa,¢ an uproar were in the aclctitionat requirements that

pharmaceutical companies produce and market the medicine theymake in the formofgeneric drugsand

medical pra.ctitibnets include in all prescriptions (under the threat:of punitive sanction) the generic

names of the prescribed drugs.

We can view the ro!e of government here as providing information ccmceming alternatives to

particular brand name (hence reduchp,g information asymmetrybetween doctor and patient or between

consumer.and pharmaceutical producer). There is a public good .aspect in providing this type of

inforrfiation although one could disagr.eeOn how this function-isbeing:implement by the Department

ofHealth under RA 6675.The incidence of that Costseems to be _n_ inure u_,me private sector (drug• . ..',%. _ .

industry Orphysicians).
'2

With the passageofthe"Generics Act of 1988", the BureauofFoodand Drugs(BFAD) has devoted

substantial resources and attention to implement the provisions ofthe law. The prominent featuresof

this campaign are illustrated by the following Administrative.Orders. AO No. 65, series of 1989,

(Gu/de//nes on Advertisement and Promotion to Impknnent GenericsAct of /988) stipulates that all

advertising and promotional materials, whether print, visualor auditory,shall feature prominently the

generic name of the drug product designated by Bureauof Foodand DrugAdministration. In the case

of branded products, the prominence of the generic name shall be ensured in all print, vi._ual-or.':,udit0ry

m ...
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mater_]_ that feamr_ the brandnames.

' AO No. 63, seriesof 1989,(R_ andRegulationsto Zmph_t 2_ming Req_re_ under

GenericAct of 1988(RepublicAct No. 667.5)) requiresall drugoutlets are to practice generic dispenshag.

AO No. 62, series of 1989, (Rules and Regulationto ImplementPrescribingRequirementsunder the

• GenericsAct of 1988 (R.A. 6675)) provides guidelines to be used in all medical prescriptions. The

generic name must be written in full and must be written on the prescription immediately after the Rx

symbol. The AOalso threatens sanctions against erring physicians, since a report of violation is to be

sent to the Professi0nalReguLation Commission or the FiscaPsOffice for appropriate action. The

Secretary OfHealth shall recommend the imposition of appropriate administrative action without

prejudice Of"mstitutingor!re!halp.roceeding against the physician.

Most studies on generics have concentrated on consumer awareness and knowledge Ofgenerics.

Table 4.3 shows the results of a 1991 survey on this. The figureshows that from a 32 percent level of

awareness and knowledge on generics in September 1989, it went up to 68 percent in Aprii 1991. Ar_

IMS survey in May, 1990 finds that 81.31% of total prescriptions in Metro Manila aiad52.92% of total

pre-scripti0nsin Cebu include generic brands. However, the overall shari:of generics0nly prescription

is.8.83% in Metro Manila and 8.66 in Cel_u. The surveyalsofound that the proportion ofgenerics only

prescription is much•higher for certain TC.s like those shown in Table 4.4 below.

• ,;. , .

TABLE 4.3
Comparison of the 1989-91 Surveys OnConsumer Awareness and Knowledge of Generics •

',

•September 1989 September 1991

Aware 32 % 68 %
Not Aware 68 % 32 %

" (Metro Manila) (Urban Philippines)

Knowledge
Correct 59 % Very Good: 5 %
Name Only 30 % Good: 42 %
Incorrect t 1% Fair: 40 %0

Poor: 13 %
", -,

Source: IMS Survey.
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TABLE 4.4

Proportion of Total Prescriptions that Prescribe Generic.Only Drugs

DRUG Metro Manila Cebu

Laxative 17.74 17.11
Vitamin C 24.62 14.81
Labour Inducers 15.90 13.89
Plain Corticosteroids 38.69 27.42
Tetracyclines 16.01 9.16
Chloramphenicols 16.02 i O.63
B.S. Penicillins 14.29 13.60
M.N. Penicillins 19.94 9.77
_..Aminggl.yc9.side4.. 50.43 35.19
Rifampicin/Rifamycin 14.89 14.81
Antitoxic Sera 57.63 97.01
•Hypotensives/Sedatives 30.33 44.29
•Tranquilizers .11.48 14.74

Source:IMSSurvey.

The keyquestions with regardsto RA 6675 are the effect of the incentives providedbylawon generic

drug production as well as the effect of the law itself on drug prices.

."7heF_.ential DrugPrice and Monitoring (EDPAM) project under the IJOH.moni/.o.rsthe price and

availabilityofa basket of_'essential'-'drugs.The resultsforthe period covering February 1991 t° February

1992 arepresented in Table 4.5 forfifteen drugs. They show the difference between the highest-priced

brand namesand the lowest-priced generic drugs. They indicate some possibilityforconsumers to avail

themselves of cost savings by switching to generic drugs.

-Unaer me mvestment priority plan of 1990, the focus of incentives provided by the BOI are

antibiotics (penicillin, Streptomycin, tetracycline) acetylsalicylicacid and herbal medicines. We know

little about the effect of these incentives on production of generics drugs yet. Fibres on generics

production Since the enactment of the law in 1988arc hard to come by. It has been impossibleto obtain

data on sales, production or market share of generics from either the pharmaceutical umbrell'a.group
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PHAP Or the BFAD. There are some data though on the number of flrms producing generic drugs (see

Table4.6). As of the 1992, BFAD reports a total of47 firms engaged in the manufacture or importation

of generics.

TABLE 4.5

Price Differentials for _rand-Names and Generic Drugs

(February 1991-February 1992)

Generic Name Brand Name • Feb. '91 Feb. '92

1. ASPIRIN ) Corral P0.33 ' P0.31
(325 mg tablet) UL Aspirin

2. PAKACETAMOL . TemDra Forte ' P0.66 P0.72
(500.rag tablet) UL Paracetamol

/ #

3. MEFEN,MvlICACID Mefenamlc Acid (USA) P0.15 P0.03
(250 rag_psule) Aprostal.

-'#_-CHLORAMPHENICOL Kemicetine PI.05 P2.10
(250 mgcapsule) Chloramol

5. ERYTHROMYCIN llosone P5.61 P4.67

(250 mgcapsule) UL Erythromycin

6. AMOXYCILLIN Amphidroxyl P2.83 P3.12
• (250 mg capsule) . UL Amox,/cillin

7. PHENOXYMETHYL Betapen (UK) P2.62 P2.45
PENICILLIN Medoxypen"
(500 mgcapsule)

8. COTR1MOXAZOLE Bacidal P4.07 P3.63
(400 rag) Microbid

.SULFAMETOXAZOLE
(80 mg tablet)

9. RIFAMPICIN txtmactane • P8.71 P9.76
(450mg capsule) UL Rifampicin l l l

•10. SALBUTAMOL Ventolin P0.65 P0.52
(2 mg tablet) Librentin

11. NIFEDIPiNE Adalai P8.06 P5.69
( 10 mgcapsule) Calcibloc

12. ISONIAZID IK)iEIsoniazid n.a. P0.42
(400 mg tablet) IPI lsoniazid

13. GL1BENCLAMIDE Euglucon PO.19 P2.34
(5 mg tablet) Daonil

14. AL(OH)2 & MG(OH)2 Maalox n.a.. n.a.
(250 mi suspension)

15. DIPHENHYDRAMINE 13enadryl n.a. n.a.
(50 mg capsule.)

Source; RDU Update, January-March 1992, Vol. 2. No.1.
• u i .....
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TABLE 4.6

Registered Companies Supplying Generi6 Drugs

1. Abbott 25. Lejal

2. Ace 26. Lab. Intl.

3. Am-Europharma 27. Lloyd

4. Ashford 28. Lumar

5. Biogenerics 29. MCA

6. Biodrug 30. McGwen

7. Boie 31. Medwell

8. Buenar 32. Myrex Ethica

"9: China 33. PAMACO

10.Compact 34. Pascual

111Danlex 35. Pharmafere (importer)

12. Delam0 36. Phil Genethics

13. Diamond 37. Philusa

14. Drugmakers 38. Pharmatechnica

15. D_tors 39. Roseville

16. AD-Drugstel •40. San Marino

17. Duopharma (importer) 41. Squfire
•18. Euromed 4Z St. Martin

19.Eves'ford 43. Theracor

20. First Fil-Bio 44. Virgo.

21. G. Nell 45. VonWelt

22. Hizon 46. YungShin (importer)

23. Kanfu (importer) 47. United

24:-Kramer

Source: Bureau of Food and ]3rugs
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Assessing the Generics Act

Consider the following canonical scenario. The pharmaceutical companies possesssignificant

market power. Through advertisement and extensive product differentiation, they have made it

impossiblefor the consuming public to tell that brands XYZ and ABC really have the same active

ingredientparacetamol. Hence the public iswilling tOpaya higher price forbrands XYZand ABC than

for the drug paracetamoL At the same time, physicianswho cantell that there is no essential difference

between the branded products and the ingredient paracetamol are imperfect agents of the principals

(patients). Physicians are able to receive some inducements from the pharmaceutical companies for

prescribingthe company's brand to their patients. Becauseof this, physiciansmaybe willing to prescribe

me more expenswe arug to their patient even though thi._may mn counter to the patient's desire for
"IF

an inexpensive treatment.

In this canonical setting, there exists significant

information asymmetry between the pharmaceutical
s

company and the consumer and between the patient / .

/ i

and the physician. Both the companies and the

physiciansare awe to capture rents trom this advan- :_ '
, ,_ . .

t_ge. _n_ _an oe Important wetraregains rotsociety
• .. , . , .' •

from eroding the information advantage enjoyed by o
. Fi,_a'¢ 4,1 Tax Asscsmment for at_xbl;cOood

the drug companies and by physicians..There is a '

public•good aspect to the information that brands XYZ and ABC have the same active in_edient

paracetamol. Sot:ial welfare is increased by disseminating this information up to the point where the
• ,- , .

marginal ccistof information dissemination just equals the sum of the marginal benefits of this public

good (see Figure 4.1).

Since the information about generic drugswill provide a benefit to the consuming public, they will

be willing to pay for this information (of course whether they will actually do so is the free-rider

problem). Now it is important to realize that becauseof this, there isan optimal wayof distributing the
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cost of producing the public good., In Figure 4.1, consumer B has to _ assesseda tax equal to DE per

unit of the publicgood while consumer A has to be assesseda tax equal to EFper unit of the public good.

Total taxescollected from A and B will then pay for thecost of the public good. Becausethe free-rider

problem :makesit impossible for the policymaker to correctly assign the tax rates on the consuming

public, general tax revenues can be utilized to finance the creation of the public good and remains the

second-best'solution to the financing question.

In the canonicalsetting, the information asymmetry ishandled without putting restrictions on the

behavior of either physicians or drug companies even though the former may not alwaysact in behalf

of their patients or though the latter mayactas oligopolists. This isnot to saythat regulations will never

.. be an.integral,partof the general policy response to curb oligopoly in the pharmaceutical industry or to

make physiciansact in greater consonance with their patientsinterests. Only that in this particular case,

regulation isnot esse'ntialto erasethe informational advantage over consumers enjoyed bythe drug firms

and physicians.

Consider an alternative scenario in which we put restrictions on the behavior of both the

,pharmaceutical companies (by requiring them to put the generic names of the drugson product labels)

and physicians (by requirio,g that all prescriptions include the generic name of the drug). This is the

approach followedbyRA 6675 (The GenericsAct of 1988). It/this waythe law addressthe sources of

informational asymmetry between the physician and his patient and between the pharmaceutical _

company and the consumer. As a result of the restrictions, the consumer should be able to benefit

through a more informed .choice in the purchase of pharmaceutical products, branded or generic,

available in themarket place.

NOWthe consumer surplus generated byihe lawdoes not come for free. First, there are the costs of

zPHAP estimates that they lost hundreds of millions of pesos as a result of the relabelling deadline

imposed by the DOH.

L •
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implementing the law. This i_ntails monitoring adherence to the provisions of the law by drug

companies and physicians aswellasenforcing the provisionsof the law. The latter mayinvolve the filing

of cases in court in case of violations and finding legal resolutions to these cases. Second, there is the

cost ofrelabelling. The major cost of relabelling is the once-and-for-all increase in costs which occurs

at the outset when old labels (with the generic names not yet printed on them) have to be discarded}

Since all pharmaceutical products have labels anyway, the use of the generic name rather than the

branded name[entails no addition to subsequent costs of production. The law also leads to a

redistribution from physicians and drug companies selling branded products to consumers of pharma-

ceuticals, Whichexplains both the PMA's and the PHAP's resistance to the implementation of RA

6675. But thi_sis just a .transfer9f income between phys_ic!ansand drug firms to consumers.

Assumingthat the two approaches are equally effective in providing information to the consuming

public, then the welfare analysismust hinge on a comparison of the costs generated by each. Note that

both will entail dipping into general tax revenues e!ther forinformation dissemination (in the canonical

representation) or for monitoring and enforcement (in the regulatory scenario). The regulatory

solution will also add _a0nce-and-for-all cost Ofrelabelling.. To the extent that the drug industry is

oligopolistic, this maywellbe considered a tax on profitsWithlittle orno resourceallocation effects (and

therefore wiUlittle Orno deadweight lossesfor society). The soc.ietal gains from the GenericsAct of 1988

will therefore be higher (a) the more effective the information dissemination technoiogy represented

by labeiling and prescription restrictions, (b) the lower the costs of e_ective monitoring and enforce-

ment, (c) the lower the once-and-for-all costs of relabelling and (d) the relabelling costs entail no

resource allocation effects.

III. PATENTS ON PHARMACEUTICAL-PRODUCTS

The provision of patent protection repi'esents a balancing of two societal interests: providing

incentives for inventive activity, •which creates new and better medical products that enhance or

prolong human life, and assuring consumers of affordable prices for these life-savingdrugs. Clearly to
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encourage the flow of new products, the inventor has to be able to recoup his investment and earn a rate

of return that is at least equal to the risk-free rate and a risk premium. At the same time, the existence

of patent protection, which confers temporary monopoly power on the producer, tends to drive up the

cost of pharmaceutical products.
,,

There is a strong incentive for countries like the Philippines, where 1

and developmentactivity taking place, to want to free ride on the outcome of other countries' inventive

activity. This is rational behavior on the country's part specially if its own market is small and hence

unlikely to merit attention •fromthe •largemultinational drug companies. The idea is that lost revenues

from this part of the world'is unlikely to affect the level of inventive activity taking place in the

....de_Ioped_i-fi-t2i_. "Hence there maybe large welfare g_ainsaccruingto poor third world citizens from

being able to purchase low-cost medical products while there will be very little lost in terms of new

products flowing clown the pipeline. '.....

" Another argument for weakening patent protection to individual producers is that some product

development efforts rea!ly do not represent "legitimate" research activity but are meant to differentiate

products and confer upon its manufacturers some monopoly, power. Product diffei'entiation like this is

socially inefacientand the cost of this type of activity should not be borne by consumers. By Weakening

patent protection we open up the field'to potential entrants who can compete away any-market power

that may be lodged initialiy in the hands of the patent holders.

Under these two conditions, there would be strong grounds for weakening patent protection. The

social planner is after all not Concerned with world welfare, which will be nonincreasing with free.

riding, but with maximizing national welfare. However., this policy option is likely to become less

feasible in the future. The developed countries have already moved to put the issue of intellectual

property rights at the center stage of international economic discourse. It is one of the major areas that

the current Uruguay Round wants to bring under the umbrella of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
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Trade (GATT). Even in the event of a failure of the Uruguay Round due to the contentious issueof

farmsupports, the matter of intellectual property rights islikely to be pursued in other international fora

and would limit the ability ofcountries like the Philippines to willfullysidestep patent or copyright law_.

IV. TARIFFS AND OTHER DUTIESON MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Medical equipment, suppliesand pharmaceuticals are intermediate inputs to health care. Hence it

is important that they _ available to the health care sector at reasonable cost. There is virtually no

domestic, industry producing medical equipment alth6ugh there is a sizeable !report-substituting

pharmaceutical industry in the Phil!ppines. However the latter consist mostly of licensees of

multinational pharmaceutical giants and have not constituted a major lobby for domestic protection.

White me trade regim_:confers both tariff arid non4firiff barriers ion these items, with some rare

exceptions, they appear not to be severe.

MedicalEquipment and.Supp_..sThere are'both rariff and non-tariff barriers on*,_heimportation of

medical equipment and supplies. They appear.not to be prohibitive though. Except for radiological

equipment, the DOH does not requireany special permits for the operation ofmedical equipment. Tariff

rates on.all types 0f m.edicalinstruments and equipment (belonging to the Harmonic System category
:

of 90A81to 90.23)vary between 10 %to about 20 %ad valorem. Non-tariff barriers rake the form of

discretionary import licensing (seeTable 4.7). However, there areno studies to indicate hgwsignificant

the non-tariff measures are in affecting the cost and availability of medical equipment.

Medical equipment and suppliesare intermediate inputs forhealth care providers (such ashospitals,

laboratories, clinics and the like). The impact of trade protection, both tariff and non-tariff, on

intermediate inputs is to create negative effective protection to the usersOfthese products. They raL_e

costs to the producer of health care and to the consumer of health care so that the health care sector

produces less health care services. To the extent that the distortion in input prices between imported

vs, domestically-produced equipment or between medical equipment and Other primary factors of
2. . .

production result in a choice of inappropriate techniques, this increases the loss in efficiencyand hence

welfare.
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P/iarmaceu_ols Pharmaceuticals (Harmonic System Code 30) face tariffrates ranging from 30 % to

10 % ad valorem. For the most part, the sector faces no non-tariffmeasures. However, penicillin and

its derivatives (Harmonic System 541.31-00, HS 542.13-01 and HS 542.13-09) face quantitative re-

strictions. Perm_ion must first be secured from the BFAD before these can be imported into the

country. Part of the rationale for this restriction seems to be the desire to protect the state-owned
..

Chemphil, which imports and packages penicillin and penicillin-derivatives. Chemphil is actually

scheduled for privatization by. the DOH, but the Department seems m be reluctant to dispose of the

company.

TABLE 4.7

- Non-tariff Measures on Medical Equipment and Supplies

PRODUCT RATE OF DUTY

DESCRIPTION (MFN Rate) NON-TARIFFMEASURE

Medical, dental, surgical and 10% Discretionary import:licensing
• .veterinary instruments and
• appliances (including electro-

medical apparatus and
opthalmic instruments).

Apparatus based on the use of 10% Discretionary import
• x-rays or of the radioactive licensing.

substances (including radiography
and radiotheraphy app'aratus);

x-my generators; x-ray tubes; x-ray
screens; x-ray high tension generators;
x-ray control panels and desks; x-ray
examination or treatment i:ables,
chairs and the like.

Source: Consolidated List ofNTMs iVlaintaincd by ASEAN Countries.
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EPLAPTER FIVE

RegulationofHealthCareFinancing

Concern with health care finance is associated with the conventional notion of health care as a

"right" of society's members. More subtly, a focus on financing of adequate levels of health care

presupposes a policy framework which accepts the market system as the means to provide health care;

nevertb.eless its tendency to exclude some (or many) membets.of society from access to health care

should be corrected through government intervention.

Health care payments can be financed in manyways.We can distLnguishbetween privateand public

.mej_ 9.f_f.t_ns_.cing, Priyate !nstrumcnts include personal savings,loans, insurance, or pre-paid health

plans. Public instruments cover subsidies and compulsory insurance, such as medicare. Often the

instrument takes the form of contingent financing, where a meansof payment is arrangedbeforehand,

usually at some cost.

This chapter focuseson the regulatory envir0nment surrounding marketmechanisms ofcontingent

finance of health care, i.e. of insurance and pre-paid health plans.

Contingent Health Care.Financing from the Private Sector

Insurance. In the Philippines, health benefitS are often closely intertwined with casualty and

accident insurance; life insurance policies frequently also carry riders which provide compensation for

health expenses. Data from the Commission on Insurance indicates a stable number of companies

offeringhealth and accident insurance since 1975 (Table 5.1). Only fewof these companies are foreign-

owned. Growth in nominhl terms of the sector to measuredby total premiums collected, risksaccepted

and benefits given has been consistent (Tables 5.2-5.4). More interesting isTable 5.5 which showsthe

amounts of benefits paid out per peso premium collected, and roughly measures the profitability of

insurance (gross of operating expenses).
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TABLE5.1

Number of Companies Lnvolved in Accidentlnsurance

(1975.1987)

NONLIFE - LIFE GRAND

Year Domestic Foreigr_' •Total• Domestic Foreign Total TOTAL
• . ...... [ ......

1975 83 15 98 7 2. 9 107
1976 76 13 89 6 0 6 95
1977 85 13 98 7 0 7 105
1978 86 13 99 7 0 7 106
1979 76 12 88 7 0 7 95
1980 81 13 94 7 0 7 101
1981 6 12 18 3 0 3 21
1982 78 13 91. 7 0 7 98
;1983-_ .78.-, 13 91 - 7 0 7 98
1984 79 13 92 6 ,0 6 98
1985 60 11 71 7 0 7 78
1986 82 12 94 8 0 8 10Z
1987 82 11 93 10 0 10 103

.,.= .

Source: Commission on Insurance.

The regulation of healthinsurance companies (HICs) is done by the Office of the Insurance

Commissioner, which •implements the insurance Code'of 1974 (P. DI 1814)i While theCode is only

the statutory form of health insurance regulation (it isa different matter to investigate the implemen.

ration, of the Code), it is nevertheless a useful starting point-in studying the.regulatory environment

surrounding insurance.

In the Code h/alth insurance is classified under casualty insurance, as distinct from life insurance.

In detail the Code spells out the format of a legal insurance contract, and various restrictions on the

status and activities or insurance companies. Most interesting from the economic standpoint are the

various provisions on "The Business of Insurance" (Chapter Ili). Appendix 3 is a summar3' of

requirements for licensing of domestic insurance companies. The reader is referred to the Code for

details of mai-gin-of-solvcncyrequircments, limits of possible investmcnts, limits on risks
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taken, reserves, examination and licensing of insurance agents, and so forth. The rationale for these

regulations is suggested in section 187, where the Insurance Commissioner isempowered to withhold

the licensing of an HIC until he or she can "reasonably assure the safety of the interests of the

policyholders and the public." .Thus the numerous requirements and restrictions attempt to minimize

chance of nonpeffoimaanceof contract by insurer (i.e. default) byreducing the chances of insolvency

and the riskiness of the activities and investments of the HIC. Moreover, foreign-owned HICs face

additional requirements, as.deemedappropriate in the cede and bythe Insurance Commissions "in the

light of local economic requirements" (Section 187).

TABLE 5.5

Loss Ratio of Health Insurance Companies, 1974-1987

Year Domestic. "_o[eign Life Non-Life All Companies

1974 31.68 41.74 35.47 31.82 33.12
1975 15.90 }2.80 13.46 23.49 20.12
1976 35.96 }1.17 39.71 31.79 34.66
.!977 18.17 D.42 43.83 • 33.48 37..41
1978 32.81 }5A5 44.67 26.61 33.34
1979 " 45.04- }8.09 46.90 41.93 " 43.87
1980 16.47 0.00 0.00 •29.46 18.90

1981 51..16 t0.58 54.61 25.98 35.72
1982 39.97 _.9.35 54.96 . . 27.45 37.73
1983 15.70 }7.51 0.00 31.12 20.13
1984 55.88 }1.25 90.37 35.14. 68.47
1985 42.30 I.2.88 70.77 27.52 42.41
.1986 "46.48 $0.49 69.30 34.25 47.30
1987 : 55.40 54.14 72.07 42.63 55.18
AVERAGE 35.61 35.61 .45.43 31.62 37.74

Loss Ratio = lossesTaker 'Gross Premiums
Source: Commission on Insurance.

• HealthMaintenanceOrganizations(HlVfOs).H/VlOsare characterized by the following (Luft, 1981):

I ) HMOs are contracted to providea set of health services;2) subscriberspaya periodic fee independent

of the use of servi_s; 3) the HMO assumes at least part of the financial risk in service provtsioh; and
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4) often there are case managers to oversee the entry of patients and the use of resources. The role of

HMC)s in health care.financing become significant only recently (Tables 5.6-5.7). Company size, in

terms of facilities, primary personnel, and accredited physicians is noticeably large for some HMOs

(Table 5.8). Information on premiums is available in Table 5.9.

TABLE 5.6

Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) in the Philippines
(As of May, 1989)

DATE OF
INCORPO- START OF ORGANIZATIONAL

HMO RATION OPERATIONS AFFILIATION

.....Blue Cross .• Insurance-based
Family Medicare 8-87 Insurance-based
Fortune Care .- 2-12-85 -- 6-85 Insurance-based
Health Care and Development 3-28-80,
Healthkard International Inc. 1-i 2-87 5-26-87 Hospital-based
Health Maintenance Inc. 4-29-81

Health Plan Phil. Inc. 4-86 6-86 Hospital-based
Intercare 2-25-78
Lifecare 4-4-86. 7-86

M_/xicare 4-28-87 Hospital-based
Me.clicard 11-27-86
-PamanaGolden Care 12-87
Philam Care 5-17-82 -85 Insurance-based '
St.Patrick's " 2-25-65 86 Clinic-based
St. Vincent 7-18-88 65 Clinic-based

Waterous Medical Corp. 4-2-81 65 Hospital-based

Source: Ma_ Concepcion P. Alfiler, "Health Maintenance Organization As an Alte'mative lvlode of Financing and

Delivering Health Care in the Philippines: Some Preliminary Findings," Paper presented in a seminar sponsored
by the Philippine Institute for Development Studies, May 9, 1989 at the NEDA sa Makati Building.

As of now they exist ih a legal vacuum. The provisions of the Insurance Code are not applied to

HlvlOs, thus, they fall outside the jurisdiction of the OIC. Incorporated HMOs are simplysubjected to

the usual SEC reqtiirements for corporate entiiics, but their activities are not singled out for special

regulation.
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TABLE 5.7

HMO Clientele: Eligibilities, Approximate Enrollment, and Client Mix
(As of May 1989)

APPROXIMATE
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER OF

HMO ELIGIBILITIES ENRO[.LMENT CLIENT MIX

Blue Cross 15 days to 65 years, 5,000
provided they enroll

before 60

Fa?nily Medcare a) 30 days to 55 10,500 Almost all
years (terminates ,corporate accounts

• at 60 years)
• for individuals

b) 30 days to 60 yrs.
.. (terminates ac 65 -

years) for group

Fortune Care 3 monthsto below 25,000 40% corporate
• 65 years 60% individual/

family

Health. Care 3 months to below 4,000. 100% corporate
and Development 65 years

Healthkard 3 months to below 1,C_
International 60 years (terminates
Inc. at 65)

Health 3 months to below 78,(X)0 85%.COrporate
Maintenance Inc. 65 years • 15% individual/

family

Health Plan "3months to below

Phil., •Inc. 65 years

Intercare' 15 days to below 5,000 100% corporate
60 years "- Just Starting

Lifecare 3 months to below 30,000

65 ydars. _.l

lvlaxicare less than 65 years
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Medicard 3 months to below 18,000
60 years

Pamana Golden 3 months to below 90,000 More than 90%
Care 60 years corporate;

Less than 10%

individual/family

Philam Care !5 days to below 80,000 60% corporate
65 years 40% individual/

family

St. Patrick's. Corporate employee 10,000 100% corporate

St. Vincent 3 months to below 5,000 80% corporate
65 years 20% individual/

family

Waterous Medical Corporate employee 14,000 100% corporate
Corp. --

Source: Ma. Concepeion'P. Alfiler, "Health Maintenance as an Alternative Mode of Financing and Delivering Health
Care in the Philippines: Some Preliminary Findings," Paper Presented in a seminar sponsored by the Philippine

Institute for Development Studies, May 9, 1989 at the NEDA Makati Building.

TABLE 5.8

H.MOs: ProfessionaIs and FaciIities

(As of May .1989)
,., , . . • . .

Acredited HMO Clinics
Primary Doctors Accredited (Metro Manila)

HMO Physicians (MM Only) Hospitals ]vfedicalService

Unit (MSU)

Blue Cross 13 -8 in Metro Manila 8 MSUs
(3 outside MM) (/viM)

Family Medcare 21 in MM 2 Clinics/21 MSUs "
(64 outside MM)

Fortune Care I0 '94 19 in MM 4 Clinics/19 M_U_"
' Clinic - (8 outside b,iM)
Physiciam
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Health Care and 10 154 10 in MM 10 MSUs
Development (2 outside

MM)

Healthkard 17 89 15 in MM 14 MSUs
International Inc. (1 outside

MM)

Health 26 400 13 in MM 3 Clinics/13 MSUs
Maintenance Inc. (2 Outside

MM)

Health Plan Phil. .45 165 9 in MM 1 Clinic/19 MSUs
Inc. (14 outside MM)

Intercare 32 232 16 in MM 13 MSUs
(12 outside MM)

Lifecare 8 156 10 in MM 7 MSUs

Maxicare 9 135 9 in MM 1 Clinics/9 MSUs"

Medicard 19 235 18 in MM 21 MSUs/8 satelite
• , (9 outside MM) Clinic

Pamana Golden 16 in MM 1 Clinics/16 MSUs
(12 outside MM)

Philam Care 23 262 17 in MM 5 Clinics/12 MSUs
(23 outside MM)

St. Patrlcks 30 Clinic • 8 in MM 8 MSUs

Physicia_ -. .

'St. Vincent 8 in MM 1 Clinic/8 MSUs
(5 outside MM)

Waterous Medica] 12 93 7 Clinics
Corp. Consultants in lvietro Manila

Sour:e= Ma. Concepcion P. Alfiler, "Health Maintenance Organization _ an Alternative Mode of Financing and

Deliyering Healr.h Care in the Philippines:'Some Preliminary Findings," Paper presented in a Seminar spon-
sored by the Philippine Institute for Development Studies, May 9, 1989 at the NEDA sa Makati Building.
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TABLE 5.9
Average Premium Rates for I-IMOs

(As of May 1989)

SEMI-
WARD PRIVATE PRIVATE ] SUITE

INDIVIDUAL: '" _"

Annual 830.52 990.40 1,424.23 2,750.10
• Semiannual 442.10 521.10 748.93 !,463.40

Quarterly 225.40 • 267.60 385.39 749.85
Monthly 77.50 93.75 115.83 255.00

FAMILYOF SIX:

Annual 4,219.20 5,323.90 7,591.33 14,980.85
Semiannual 2,319.00 2,857.80 3,754.05 8,112.14
Quarterly 1,185.90 ! ,469.60 1,914.76 4,079.91

......M_on__ly_.... 406.25 .. •492.50 631.57 !,375.50

CORPORATE:

Annual .- 623.26 751.98 1,093.28 2,163.35
S_miannual 333.56 396.79 577.48 1,•135.15
Quarterly 170.85 204.28 286.34 582.98
Monthly 56.25 67.42 99.11 190.00

Source: Ma. Concepcion Alfiler, "Health Maintenance Owanization as an Alternative Mede of Financing and Delivering
Cam in the Philippines: Some Preliminary Findings,"• Paper presented in a seminar sponsored by the Philippine
Institute for Development Studies. lvlay 9_ 1989 at the NEDA-sa Makati.

This status has drawn clamor from certain sectors to begin as stringent a regulation OfliMOs as of

HICs. Meanwhile HMOs, organizedunder the Assodiation ofliMOs in thePhilippines, have advocated

industry self-regulation.

Medicare

Publicsectorprovision of health care financing islargelydone through The Philippine Medical Care
:

Plan, or Medicare. Enacted in 1969byRA 6111, it isthe country's national compulsoryhealth insurance

scheme. "I:heavowed purpose of the Plan is to extend "medical care to all residents ... within our

economic means and capability as a nation" and to provide the population "practical means of helping

themselves pay for adequate medical care." In the Declaration of Policy, the total coverage of medical.
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ervice, as well as freedom to choose the appropriate service, is emphasized. This mix of values -

eflecting self-reliance, health care as a basic need, individual freedom, and economic feasibility - all

•ontribute to the salient features and objectives of the Plan.

Essentially medicare isa system ofpublicly provided universal insurance financed through a payroll

_x. The tax is progressive and is equally shared by employer and employee.The tax is collected into

distinct Health Insurance Fund/which isused to pay forsome medical expensesofmedicare members.

3eneficiariesa,e free to choose among the Medicare-accredited health care providers. Inasmuch as the

Fund is collected from members themselves, the program may be regarded as self-financed. Unused

_mountsin the Health Insurance Fundmaybe invested soasto gdnerate additional income forthe Fund.

And to keepthe program economically feasible,benefit limits areset; any expensesbeyond these limit_

becomes the liability of the member.

For the publicsector collection and disbursement iscarried out by the GSIS, while the SSS extends

:overage to the formal private sector. Overall administration of the programisvestedon the Philippine

Medical Care Commission.

Conventional Framework for Evaluation

A prerequisite for a complete and coherent evaluation of health care financing i_rogramsis the

identification of social objectives behind these programs. As we have seen, the professed general

objective isto ensure that the population, within a mixed market systemofhealth care provision, isable

to obtain adequate levels of health •care.Thus the regulation of health insurance can be interpreted in

this framework, asa means to enforce health financing contracts; on the other hand, medicare can be

interpreted as additional Supplyof health care financing, on the presumption that voluntary private

contracts are inadequate."

As the price system of providing health care for a large part denies access to low-income groups,a

social objective closely related to the one just mentioned isequity. We therefore expect public health

finance programs to show a prcfercnce for lower-income groups, in terms of incidence of benefits"and
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costs. Going by this objective, we would want insurance benefits to accrueproportionately more to the

poor, while they shoulder proportionately lessof the financing.

•This brings us to the issueof costi while it isvery ideal to imagine complete financing of all health

care needs, the reality isachieving this ideal requires_carceresourcesto be diverted fromother valuable

uses. The best of these alternative uses represents the opportunity cost (or simply the cost) of the

reallocation. The economic Objective, in generalterms, entails finding the best possibleallocation or

to ensure that the benefit of a reallocation exceeds the opportunity cost.

Of courseno one willdisagreewith such abroad statement; it iswhenbenefits and costsaremeasured
• . , " • . , . , , .. ." . ,

and compared that sharp disagreement arises_ The economic perspective, which we shall presently

examine, providesa frameworkforevaluating benefits and cost, and forachieving maximumsocial (nec)

benefit. While society might not select .astrictly economic approach to health care financing, at least

the framework furnishes an awareness of the costs of such compromises.

An Economic Framework

The neoclassica! perspective regards the competitive market as a means to arrive at an efficient

allocation ot resources. Efficiency is determined according to the Pareto criterion (or an appropriate

derivative), which requires unanimous agreement on the superiority of one allocation as against

another. _ As individuals 'thr.o.ughthe market would•by.themselves acquire the (Pareto) optimal •

quantities and formsof health care financing, there isno need for public policy to singleout the finance

of heal{h care for subsidy or regulation, as long as the marketis perfectly competitive. Under ideal

conditions, Arrow (1963) asserts .that social policy would be confined to "altering the distribution of

purchasing power", through income or asset transfer..Thus efficiency is sepaiated from the issueof

equity; combining both achieves maximum social welfare.

Under lessthan ideal conditions, however, social policy maytake on the roleof addressing market

imperfections. However, not just any intervention willdo; among the possible measuresthe most cost-

effective one will have to be selected.
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The foregoing sketches our plan of discussion: first the ideal conditions for contingent financing are

described then the likely departures from the ideal, and finally the appropriate interventions given the

identified shortcomings of the market.

Contingentflnancing under ideal conditions. We assume competitive markets, but with agents facing

uncertainty with regard to natural events or "states of r_heworld". In particular, competitiveness entails
, .

all available information reievan't to economic choices be known by all agents - that is distribution of

information ts symmemcat, matviduals derive their satisfaction or utility from income net of medical

expenses, but are averse to facing risk. Since medical expemes are unpredictable, this implies that some

means of reducing uncertainty of

ne_ income-would l_aefit the indi- Pri_mium

vidual. We underscore the fact that

the benefit is enjoyed ex ante, at the

present time, regardless .ofwhether

or not the individual actually incurs _ t_

the expenses - and not ex post, upon

realizat.ion 9f the medical expense.
• . _ _ "

The basic ide:_ behmu connngent o. -. o- ' ' Sc_ri_

financing is the stabilization of net ;Figure 5.i Demand :forHealth Contingent'Securitiea

income flows.

This stabilization may _ achieved through a mechanism of and cost spreading whereby the medical

expenses of individuals are shared by the population. The statistical law of large numbers permits this

spreading of risk, for while the medical expenses of an individual are predicted only with great variance,

the expenses of the popul'ation can be predicted quite accurately most of the time.

Ho..,wball t.his mechanism be efficiently organized? Economic theory can demonstrate how perfect

competiltib.-nar'iswersthis ,question precisely ('¢et unintentionally), by forming an insurance market. The

oemana rot _nst_rancecomestrom me individuals' willingness to pay to realize the benet_ts of risk reduc-

-- |H i
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tion; as long as the premium they wish to pay of the margin exceeds the actuarial (and operating) costs

Jdae scheme and still leave a normal profit, firmswill come up with the requisite supply. Meanwhile

price competition amongsuppliers will ensure that premiums are kept near the actuaria!ly fair level.

Figure 5.1"i!lustratesthis g_'aphically.Let there be a contingent security yielding a unit ofvalue (say

one peso)when a certain adversehealth event occurs, none otherwise. Supposingthere areno operating

costs, the cost of the security will simply be theactuarial probabilit3,of the occurrence of the event,

which would also be the market premium Pr. But for the first several units the individual's willingness

to pay isgreater than the premium 5,but ismarginallyfalling. Therefore thedemand forthe contingent

security is negatively sloped. The total amount of insurance purchased, equal to the amount of

con_t.ingentsecurities.bought, isQ* (where willingness to pay equals the premium). Market supply an.d

demand are obtained as horizontal summations of the individuals' curves.

•In equilibrium efficiency in risk-spreading isachieved. Thus we can apply Arrow's redistribution

manctate: to maximize social welfareunder some b_is of int_erpersonalcomparison, all the State Will

necu to do is to redistribute incomes, without at all intervening in the imurance contrac{s reached

among private agents given their respective endowments.. •

Asymmetrlcdlnformarion.. Movin_ from the •ideal to the real we discover•that' iiaformation is

asymmetrically distributed: some data

e"" "knownby one agent c.anonly be known by

o othergat a cost. Forone, an insurer knows its

willingness and ability to honor its o_v-n

"[ B contracts, but the sameinformation maybe
blC

unavailable to insurance buyers.This expo-

ses the .latter to default risk.

A morecomplicated problem isreferred to
• 0 " ,Q'" Oa Tr_trncnt

Tigure 5.2 Analysis of Moral Hazard under Full Coverage as "adverse selection" (Ackcrloff,1973). In

a population, individuals face varyii_gde-
• ..| ,.
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ree_of risk of having to incur medical expenses- for simplicity, we distinguish a low risk person from

high_Lskpermn, or a "lemon". The insurerhas farmore difficulty estimating individual risk, compared •

o the relative ease of observing the population average. But the actuarially fair premium, based on the

opulation average, may be too hig h for the low risk individuals, preventing them from purchasing
7

asurance. If insurers realize this, they will recompute the average based on the greater.proportion of

lemons" in the " " "remaining.population of potential buyers. Thus the premium reflects, not the fair level

,lus economlc.costs, but the effect of adverse selection of lemons. Thus quality dispersion among
, ....

adividuals reduces the benefit from market.organized contingent financing. The lemons impose an

xtemality on the rest of the population.

The extreme outcome is for the insurance market to shut down entirely - for example, no health

_urance may be sold for persons 65 years old and above, no matter what the price. This may take place

!every increase ii_ premium leads to enough adverse selection to raise premiums even higher.

',ventually only lemons are left, and insurance is no longer supplied..

Adverse selection furnishes a conceptual tool to help us re-examine the effects of possible contract

Lonpefformance. In the market there are contracts laden With default risk, and there are safe contracts,

he buyer is unable to tell the difference. Thus the risky contracts impose an externality on'the market
-, .. . ..

. , , . .

9r insurance contracts, because all are charging similar, actuarially fair premiums.'

Another problem related to asymmetrical information is "moral hazard". Mars.ha!l (!978) points
• ;_ ...

,ut that defining states of the world in sufficient detail so as to rule out the influence of individual action

and so arrive at a purely natural event) raises the cost of contract writing and enforcement. To save

n contracting costs insurance contracts are defined only for "result states" described by value of loss.

_utof the p.robabi[ity of occurrence of result states isdependent on the action of the insured-this action
, , _'"

eing (in the first place) unobservable by the insurer. For example, insured persons may undertake major

:eatment expenses for minor illnesses' because the insurer had sold them ful! coverage contracts but is

nabld to monitor their behavior. The significance of moral hazard in health care demand has been

mpirically confirmed in numcrot,s studies, such as Keclcr and Rolph (I 988).
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Market adaptations to asymmetrical information. In the same way that the market creates insurance as

an adaptation to uncertainty ' so the market can evolve adaptations to asymmetrical information.

Regarding default risk, Doherty and Schicsinger. (1991) show how this can be characterized as part of

the quality of an insurance coni_ract. Thus individual insurance demands alter (though not necessarily

decreases), in the presence of risk: However, the effect of default risk on market demand, premiums, and

contract terms is unclear, but can hardly be dismissed if the probability of&fault risk is significant.

Regard',mg adverse selection, Jris possible for HICk to charge onepremium for the low-risk group,

and a higher one for the lemom; this is called sorting, or rating, and is done by using readily observable

characteristics.which indicate iSroneness to disease, such.as age, kilograms over/underweight, medical

"'hist0/-pi-_tcTHdgve;e& complete and accurate sorting of a population is too costly; there would remain

heterogenous groups (with good risks and lemons still mixed together,) being charged by the insurance

company a cgmmon price, abovethe fair price.

Wit.h regar d to moral hazard, one method is bYavoiding flailcoverage, and enforcing copayment of

the-medical expense by the insured. This of course reintro_tuces income variability and reduces the

befiefit of risk reduction. In terms of Figure 5.1, purchasers are not allowed to .consume Q* of the

contingent security , even though they may be paying the fair premium. This qualntity rationing 9f the

secui-ity introcl.uces surprising complications inlthe description of market equilibrium. For as Rothschild

and 8tiglitz (1976)point oui, price-quantitY c6rnpetition (in contrast to pure price competition) may

result in the unattainability of competitive equilibrium in the insurance market. Unfortunately, theory

has not yet adequately described what market outcome will be reached under these circumstances.

Anc_ther way is for the insurer to reduce its costs is by monitoring and controlling the consumption

of health scrvice. The most direct way it cando so would be to provide the health care service itself, to
4_.,

limit financial benefits to these services. In other words, the insurer could organize itself as an HMO.

Pre-paid health plans may be regarded as insurance contracts with ve.rtical integration or market in_er.

linking."

m
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The cost containment O}"an HMO would depend heavily on the following factors (Scheeler and

Nauenbe'rg, 1991): 1)whether physicians are paidon the basisof fee-for-service,f'txedsalary,capitation ,

or receive performance-related bonuses; 2) whether physicians provide services as a group in a single

facility, or individual physicians provide their own facilities; and 3) the degree of autonomy of the

• physician regarding resourceu_. That HMOs do Containcosts isquite well documented (Pauly, 1986).

l-hereduction of treatment expe,-_ses6pens upanother avenue foropportunistic behavior asa result

ofasymmet_ricalinformation, this time Withconsumers it a disadvantage.The latter are uncertain asto

the quality of the treatment supplied by a health care provider. Thus up to a certain point an HMO can

provide low cost, 10wquality care and escape immediate detection from clients. This issuehas already

been explored, in a preceding chapter, but for.an HMO, there is an especially strong incentive to

undertreat, because increasing the level of treatment of HMO clients does not significantly increase its

revenues. This possibilityis _vident _vhenthe HMO pays its own or affiliated physiciansaccording to

f edsalary.

Ordinarily Consumerswill deal with this asymmetryby searching for the "best" provider._Rochaix

(19.88),models the search behavior of a consumer based on the assumption that he already has a

prel/ormedexpectation of the severity 0fhis illness.A search foranother provider would be undertaken
, ...... , . , '- , '. ...

if the latter'_sprescribed treatment is sufficiently d!fferent .fiT.orethe prefoimaedexpectation. Her mode!

implies that _iverysmal!Population of knowledgeable_ersons (say,doctors who are alsopatients) would

drive prices down to •theircompetitive •levels.

Rochaix (1988) models the search behavior of a consumer basedon the assumption that he already has

a preformed expectation of_e severity ofhis illness.A search foranother provider wouldbe undertaken

if the latter's prescribed treatment is sufficiently different from the preformed expectation. Her model

implies that a verysmall population ofknowledgeable persons(say,doctors who arealso patients) would

drive prices down to their Competitive levels.

.Limiting ir_urance coverage to treatment from only one provt(aer_sunaestrat)te from me wewpomr or

an i.fis_ara.ncebuyer, ifthe latter isunfamiliar with the quality of treatment fromthe designated provider?
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Thus pre-paid health plans often contract several hospitals and physicians, so as to expand the scope

_fproviders from which the consumer may wish to choose. Of course the enlisted health care provider

.'nust have been previously screened regarding its ability to contain cost and its attractiveness to

:onsumers. (Organizations offering such plans are sometimes called Preferred Provider Organiz.ations,

ar PPOs; however, in our terminology PPOs are subsumed under HMOs):

Barriers to Entry and Market Power. The common economic entry barrier is erected by increasing

returns tecimology. In the insurance market Arrow (1963) points out the possibility of scale economies

in insurance because of

he law of large numbers.

Not much work has been premium

:lone to investigate these

scale economies but such

are likely to be insignffi- Prl "_E %.

cant. For pre-paid health

plans, monopoly power in Pr"
F

the health care services _

market may effect out-
'. t_ .

comes in the health ri-
o o 1 (1, Secudty

nancing market. Market lvigure 5.3 Minimum Compulsory Insurance (1)

power of health care sup-

pliers may inefficiently reduce not only_the supply of health care, but also of HMO services; but the

significance of suppliers' market power is unclear, and evidence has been found onits being eroded- for

example, Feldman and Dowd (1986). On the other hand, the sig_SJ_l_-ne HMOs is large enough for

health i:are providers to be spurred to price competition- an empiricalstudy of this effect is Feldman,

\¢et. al. (1990). Pauly (1986) carries this proposition so faras to exam me me ettect ora monopsony H,, ,O.

Meanwhile Welch (1986) finds that empirical evidence on price elasticity of demand tends to show the
t
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ability of the market tOdiscipline insurers.' Apparently market power is not recognizedas a problem

worth regulating Premium controls, anti-trust action or limitations on firmsize the usualregulatory re-

sponses to perceived market power are about. Instead regulation of health insurance itself constitutes

an institutional barrier to entry which is likely to be more significant than economic entry barriers.

• Policy Evaluation Using the Conventional Framework

In our actual policy evaluation we apply first the conventional framework, i.e., usingthe objectives

broadly referred to as "adeauate health care financing p,_,_,

for the whole population" along with "equity" and

"economic feasibili_.". This characterizes the bulk of % i__.,,.Qr

current evaluatiort of interventions in health care........

financing, such as that of Gamboa (1991), Griffin p,.

(1985, 1992), Alano (n.d.), and Beringuela (1991). ] _[ "_D
0 O ° 0m S_malily

F'i_._reS,4i_fulLmumCom.pulsoryIosur_ce(2)The conventional frameworkalso serves as a contrast

to the economic evaluation which follows.

.HealthInsuranceRegulation.The Insurance Code, while attempting to promote "PublicSafer3,"by

reducing default risk, inadvertently erects entry barriers,,Whether or not this incre_es the expected

supply o1_contingent financing isUnclear. In fact, beyond someroia_ghindidtors Suchasstability of the

number of HICs' their relatively large size, their consistent as low !o_ ratiosl and soon, there _ little

solid evidence that regulation has a significant effect on the supplyof"insurance and market competi-

tiveness.

MedicareI.Support valueisthe proportion of medical expensesofbeneficiaries paidforbyMedicare.

The program'starget is70%. Table 5.10 reveals that supportvalue isfarshort of the target but isgrowing

over time. This isattributed to the limits set on the benefits of medicare "a structure which also allows
i

premiums to be kept lowand avoid external financing and preserve"economic feasibility"(Table 5.11).

Thus the phenomenon of escalating medical costs charged to the public sector, observed in developed

countries, is hardly a problem here.
L
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TABLE 5.10

Medicare = Service and Financing Profile, 1983-1988
(In Millions, Unless Otherwise Stated)

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

1. Coverage 21.10 27.40 28.80 29.60 21.70 21.70
a) Members 5.40 5.60 5.90 6.10 4.60 4.70
b) Dependents 15;70 21.80 23.50 23.50 17.10 17.70

2. Beneficiaries Served 1.50 1.40 1.50 1.50 1.60 1.36

3. Program Utilization 7.10 5.10 5.20 5.06 7.37 6.27

4. Collection (P) 553.20 576.30 514.30 525.90 824.30 861.53

5. Disbursement (P) 400.30 414.50 439.10 451.20 574.80 714.35

. g..Fund Utilization ,(P) 7Z36 71.92 85.37 85.79 69.73 r 82.92

7. "Investment Income(P) 135.40 218.90 384.60 378.40 338.70 464.51

8. Operating Expenses (P) 14.60 19.50 22.50 34.60 39.90 48.41
i .t .,

9. Reserve Fund (P) 1,018.40 1,379.60 1,852.70 2,271.20 2,819.50 3,378.68""
(as of December)

"'Adjustment included.

Note: FundUtilization- the the percentageof lvtedicarecon_ibutioncollectedspent for
paymentof benefitclaims.

Source: Philil6pine Medical Care Commission

The table also shows greater levels of support value for public and primary hospitals. Equity-wise this

is a good sign because it is the poor who make use of this type of facility, for to them it is relatively more

accessible. A more specifiemeasure of the equity of medicare is the cross-subsidy ratio, the share of an

income group's contributions in total contributions divided by itsshare in the benefits. Table 5.12

shows that:only the first quartile receives subsidy, and most of this subsidy comes not from the higher
¢,.

quartiles, but from the next lowest quartile. With these results Beringuela (1991) concludes that

medicare has not achieved its desired cross-subsidization.

As for economic feasibility, data on premiums, investment earnings, disbursements and fund

!
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•utilization show consistently that Medicare isself-financing. However, this compares unfavorably with

the loss ratio of private insurers.

A usual criticism against medicare is its limited coverage. The informal sector largely escapes SSS.

Unfortunately a large i_roportion of the poor earn their living in the informal sector, and therefore fail

to enjoy the benefits of medicare. The Philippine Medical Care Plan includes Program II_which aims

at to remedy this lack of coverage, but at present extension of the program to the informal sector has

been limited.

From an economic viewpoint, the conventional criteria of equity and adequacy in health care

financingfaces the following problems: first is vagueness ot terms. What is meant by "adequate" whole

population"or for that matter "equity"? Second, the cost of attaining adequacy and equity must be faced

-squarely. Third is the ex post approach taken: thus the Concern v_ith support values and cross-subsidies,

which already represent realized rather than contingent financing. The correct approach would be to

estimate benefits and cost, and even adequacy and equity, from an ex ante viewpoint.

Even some standard welfare analysis of insurance is misleading if the ex ante caveat is ignored. Con-

sider the usual treatment of moral hazard (Figure 5.2). Let D be.the individual demand for medical treat-

ment, MC the constant marginal cost. Under full coverage, the unm0nitored consumer, would use up

to Qa of the .treatment, which is "excessive" compared to Q*, consumption under zero coverage. Of.. .. ,"_" . ':i " "

this excess Paid for by the insurer, equal to EQ*QaB, the equivalent of EQ*Qa is transferred to the
,.. .. ....... :,.. •

consumer in the form of medical treatment; social loss equals EQaB. Tlkis analysis underlies various

empiricalestimates of the well'are loses from insurance (specifically medicare), such as in Feldstein

(1973) and Feldman ancl Dowd (1991 ). I t has also bee n the foundation of consequent theoretical stud ies

of optimal !nsurance, where the marginal gain from risk spreading equals the marginal economic loss

(Be.sley, 1988).

However, Marshall (1978) points out that the alleged welfare loss,modelled from the theory of price

subsidy, occurs only at the point of utilization. Welfare loss ex ante has not yet been convincingly dem-
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onst-rated. A welfare evaluation must also consider the avoided costs of contracting .(which give risk to

"moral hazard"), an angle which the literature has yet to explore.

Medicare, just like private insurance can be considered a price subsidy on medical care. As public

funds are fungible; wecain disregard the revenue collection and focus on the welfare effect of the subsidy.

Following Marshall, we cannot apply the usual model of deadweight lossarising from subsidy, because of its

ex post viewpoint. Furthermore, when we take into account the Rothschild-Stiglitz price-quantity

competition, we cannot •even examine the effect of the govemmen t subsidy on the market for

contingent financing, as no coherent theory of competitive equilibrium can be •found. In short, we don't

•even have a theoretical handle on the welfare effects of the subsidy. Tlhe most we can hazard to comment

is that, unless Weattribute superior, cost-gathering technology to the government as against rational

market agents, the chosen subsidy level will not likely be l:;areto superior to market-determined

insurance subsidies.-

At this level of realism of our-framework, wehave lost the ability tO positively asset{ statements

relevant to policy. Thus we are forced to make our framework simpler, by momentarily assuming away

moral hazard and price-quantity competit!on-keeping in mind ihat whatever results obtained or

. recommendations madeare based on a _tronger set of assumption.-

MedicarelI The informalsector largely escapes coveiage by Meal!care;/a!daough its mandate is

universal health care financing. To.remedythis ., Medicare II aims toexpand cove.rage m this sector,

although there are no definite plans yet for itsimplementation.

As we have seen, mine level of subsidy to health care may ex ante be welfare-improving. This policy

is indistinguishable from compulsory health insurance financed from general tax revenues. However

these might be fiscal constraints compelling the program to obtain financing from other sources.

Moreover, the program may be intended to fulfill the social objective of providing broad-based access

to health care, rather than abstract efficiency considerations. Which is not tosay these considerations

are Worthless; they must act as guidelines to social service provision.

A pr/or/there is no reason to discriminate between formal and informal sectors, wnemer trom tlac
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welfareviewpoint or from the health care accessviewpoint. But the fLscalconstraint i_binding. Clearly,

a payroll tax as in Medicare I is impossible. The problem isthat the informal sector by its very nature

escapesgovernment supervision and regulation. Evenuniversally mandated personaldocuments, such

as residence certificates, maynot be commonly obtained by this sector. Empirical research has to bear

this out. Ifsothen even asystemof Medicare feesbasedon the procurement ofthese documents becomes

impractical.

Financing therefore has to come either from the formal sector, or voluntarily from the informal

sector. If from the former, the additional burden has dubious implications on equity and efficiency.

•Additional taxes on income levied progressively,while representing a compromise between equity and

• efficiency are subject to tax evasion; easily collectible taxes, such as excise taxes, are however more

distortive and inequitable. Moreover, it isdifficult to rationalize imposingmost of the burden of health

care finance of the informalsector on me tormal sector,which isa!readysubject to much distortion and

to which belong many low Salariedemployees.

Meanwhile, voluntary financing ofexpanded coverage isalso problematic. As the private sector has

largely bypassedthe informal sector, the presumption is that realizable profits are lessthan normal, so

that some form 0fsubsidy explicit or implicit will have to be extended. That is minimal fees _villbe
• , : '. . , .+.

charged inexchange forinsurance coverage; hopetully, the subsidywillonly be implicit (i.e. no financial

lossesbut below norma.lrates of return) so to avoid the fiscal bind - but there is no guarantee of this
.... " .... "",, • " " , :i; '+. ', •+'" - •

occurring. In any case, a voluntary insurance program may lose some of the reduced adverseselection

quality of compulsory insurance, while subjecting resource allocation to the inefficiencies of public

provision.

Despite these difficulties,suppose it is decided that Medicare II will be implemented and financed
t

by formalsector taxes. A ,furtherstep is to decide on the level 0f decentralization. There are proposals

for c0mmunity-based implementation, and examples of province-based implementation of informal

sector i:overage. ApParently, administrative cost is reduced by such measures; on the other hand,

economies of risk poolingare lost. The appropriate levelof programimplementation can be determined
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only by comparing the savings in administrative cast and the costs of shrinking the coverage base.

It seems then, that there aresignificant roadblocksalong the waywhatever avenue isexplored. This

points to the existence of a biggerproblem-- in this case the largesizeof the informalsector. Medicare

II, while well-intended ,should be Shelvedunti Ithe formal sector expands sufficient to absorb informal

employment. In factallocadve!y and manageriallyspeaking, it ismoreprudent to addressthe inequities

and insufficiencies of Medicare I first, before ambitioning to capture the informal sectors.

Policieson contract'performance. The entry barriers imposed by insurance regulation can be

economically "justified" only if long-run market equilibrium would have performed identical results;

. .e.g., HICs exceeding the mandated limit of a single risk (sectiOn215 of the InsuranceCode) could not

have survivedin the market even in the absence 0fsuch a regulation. This confers on government an

extraordinary degree of foresight. Thus the ex ante expected cost of the regulations ishaving too much
,, I t

quality (insurance contracts which are too' reliable) at the expenseof quantity (not enough insurance

being supplied).

This expected cost can be easily eliminated, whilestill making use of the information inherent in

insurance regulation, by replacing the entry restrictio_ with market Signals (considering that,

information isa public good.) While HICs can"rate" buyers,buyerscannot similarly"ra.te"insurerswith
" ' ' .... : :! ".i::

regard to defauk risk: this rating can be done l_ythe government through some system of HiC

certification. Arverysimple systemwouldbe to take the present regulatorystandardsas'givenand certify

only those who meet thesestandards. Thus consumers, with the _netit ot the certification signal, can

not proceed with their search and selection Ofinsurerswithout having to facereductions in insurance

supply. An mformation spreadingsystem makes the attack on asymmetrical information is,direct and

focused. This isa firststep; the eventual policyoutcome isthe proper specification ofstandards and rates

so as to come up with the optimal certification system.

Compulsoryinsurance. While the sorting of HICs by the government may be feasible, a similar

Sorting of insurance buyers may not. A more roundabout tack of dealing with the asymmetrical

information as it relates to lemon buyers is compulsory insurance. Ackerloff (1973) suggestst..hat"on
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a cost-benefit basis, medicare may pay off'. Pauley (1974) argues that while "a movement from a

competitive solution to a compulsory one is not a Pareto optimal one, it might represent a movement

to a Pareto optimal point, so that in this sense competitive equilibrium is not Pareto superior to the

compulsory insurance." His paper contains a geometric demonstration of this (making use of a graph

similar to Figure 5.2 here), fora case of a market with overinsurance and limited but compulsory

coverage.

Figure 5.3 applies to a policy of minimum compulsory insurance, without specifying maximum

coveiage. Initially, the lemon-biased premium isat Pr1,and security purchases are at Qv Suppose the

minimum purchase isset exactly at Qv for all individuals. Thus the compulsory insurance serves as an

"existingrestriction, reducing the adverseselection of lemons. This would tend to reduce the premium;

the optimum decrease isachieved when market premium_lls to the fair premium Pr*, where added

consumer's surplus of the amount PrIEFP* is generated.

Of course, the genera.ted consumer surplus may not be this large, for two reasons: the market

premium may nor fall to the fair premium, and the minimum purchase may exceed the demanded

quantity at the new premium. In Figure5.4, we have in one casean individual whose Q coincides with

the mandated minimum, but where market premium falls from Pr; to Pr2.The net added benefit is
• , . , .- . , ,,...'." . • ...

• (Pr,EFPrz- FGH). But if the mandated minimum is Qm, even if the premium fails to Pr* the excess
• ( , , . ,;";"; . .

compulsion HID must be subtracted from PrlEHPr*.

To •realizetl-/esebenefits, the policy need oni:ybe Compulsory insurance, not publicly provided

insurance. Lack of incentives and bureaucratic frictions point to the comparative disadvantage of the

public sector in supplying _rivate (compulsory insurance) goods, an example of which is insurance.

Moreover, compulsory insurance need not be implemented equally acrossthe whole population. That

private insurers:practicera,ting impliesthat the population can be broken down into lessheterogeneous

groups,with varying degreesof riskdispersal. For homogeneous groups the lemon bias of the premium

may be minimal and s6 compulsory insurance l;_rgelyunnecessary. For heterogeneous groups adver_

selection might be serious, compelling a more fixedand higher level of compulsory insurance. For very
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heterogeneous groups who have already beenexcluded in the market due to adverse selection (but for

whom a fair premium should have existed otherwise), the level of compulsory insurance may be yet

higher and more fixed. A prominent example would be the age group consisting of persons 65 and above.

Thus for various groups in the population there would be different amounts of minimum benefit

packages. Studies should be conducted on having different compulsory packages, and legislation should

be flexible enough to accommodate possible changes in the minimum mandatory package of benefits

as a result of these studies.

Other Issues in Contingent Health Care Financing

Fu.nl_r welfare considerations. The above evaluation may be faulted for its disregard of (i) the face

mat Meatcare does not actually represent univerSaLcoverage, (ii) possible market power of insurers and

HMOs; and (iii) possible undertreatment by HMOs. As for (i) inasmuch as the formal and inr%rmal

sectors constitute from the viewpoint of insurers, two population growers, those "healthy" enough m

obtai n employment, and those outside the formal sector whose risk profile is far more uncertain. Thus

the welfare implication of non-universal coverage to compulsory insurance is more apparent than real.

As for (ii), if indeed the premise of this chapter is correct, that regulatory barriers.are the true cause of

market power, the certification proposal takes care of this equally well. And lastly, the theoretical

aspects of (iii)has been dealt with in other chapters of thispaper. There need be n___oospecial re_lation

af HMOsas such, to control undertreatment; what may be called for is a greater concentration of

resources towards counteracting undertreatment, say through contract enforcement in sectors where

the_ are more likely to arise-presumably, in the HMO sector.

\
Po//t/cd and redistribution constraints. In developing our economic framework, we cited Arrow's

assertion that maximizing social welfare will only entail redistr_-'dtion. BUt if redistribution is cos_ly,L

some efficiency-equity compromise might be called for. A related objection is that there is little policy

value in such politically unacceptable proposals such as privately provided compulsory health insurance

and certification of HICs.

m iii
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The economist as economist need only point Out that his technocratic work is accomplished by

simply pointing out the costs of deviating from strictly benefit-cost-based prescriptiom. However, from

the viewpoint of rational advocacy, the existence of these comtrain_ deserve enough of our attention

to suggest some "optimal" compromises. For medicare, if complete privatization is impossible, then at

least the program should be treated not as publicly provided insurance, but rather as a subsidy to health

care. As such, whatever target support levels are set, some idea has to be obtained of the deadweight

tax collection losses, as well as the ex ante contingent financing gains, from such a support level.

Moreover, Medicare should be financed not by a payroll tax, but rather it should be part of a rational

process of budget allocation across all public functions. Thus the unhealthy practice of earmarking

revenue is avoided. As for the regulation of HICs and HMOs, the prevailing regulation structure

discriminating against HICs is surely distortionary. If HICs, cannot be wholly deregulated, perhaps a

more moderate regulatory regime may be set in place but which covers both HICs and HMOs and all

contingent inst:itutions involved in health care.
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CHAPTER 81X

Devolution

At first glance, this portion of the study seems to be out of place in the context of the overall topic
/

of regulation. But one can look at devolution as part of government health programs, together with

policies on the size and composition of the DOII budget, cost recovery, indigent care by private

providers, role of non-profit groups, privatizationand corpofatization of public hospitals and public-

private network arrangements (llenin, et al, 1993). Regulation isa policy instrument to influence the

production, consumption and financing of health goods and services. Devolution can therefore be

viewed as a regulatory outcome to influence the delive_ of health goods and services based on the

..... p_rem!__t1_.tby_ trar_._fe_ing the powers, functions, responsibilities and resources from ,._henational

governmentto th e local units, an effective means of providing health services will be realized. In theory,

the idea is excellent. In practice, however, its implementation and operationalization leave much to

be desired.

Among the five national agencies devolved to the local units, the Department of Health (DOlt)

seems to have been the agency most caught off guard by the signing of the Local Government Code of

199i (Tapales, 199.3). According to Tapales, "assoon ._ the Code wassigned, DOH personnel protested

and rallied against devolution. The DOH's reaction was based on its conviction that heaith in most

countries is always a national responsibility. This conviction, in turn, is based on their experience with

the huge financial outlays needed to maifitain efficient delivery of heahh services." Almost a year after

the "changeover and transition phase", devolved DOH personnel continue to complain about the ilt

effects of devolution (Health Commission, 1993).

What is tobe Devolved. 7

Republic Act 7160 or the Local Government Code of 1991 mandates that the Department of Health

(DOH) devolve from the NationalGovernment to provinces, cities, municipalities and barangay the

provision for the delivery of basic services and facilities in accordance with established national p01icies,
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guidelines and standards. Devolution is the transfer of power, functions, responsibilities, programs and
I

projects, personnel and assetsfrom the National Government to the LocalGovernment Units (LGUs).

Those that will be devolved are:

1. Provincial, municipal and city health offices, hospital and clinic facilities, equipment and

supplies.

2. Personnel of the above facilities.

3. Implementation and management of primary, secondary and tertiary health services.

4. records,assets and responsibilitiescorresponding to the above devolved facilities,personnel and

•. functions.

5. -Public health programs on primary health care, maternal and child health care, dental health,
. _. ., _ . --. . .

nutrition, family planning, environmental health, communicable and non-communicable

disease control.

Appropriations corresponding to the devolved functiom, personnel hndservicesshall be transferred

to the internal revenue allotment.(IRA) of the LGUs. Foreign-assistedprojects which are inter-regional

or national in scope shall continue to be nationally based. Likewise,research and development projects

fornational programsShallbecentrally managed bythe DOH. Only in cases6fwidespread public health

programs like epidemics will the DOH rake direct supervision of local health operations in the place

concerned.

Aside from the transfer Ofbasic service delivery functions and facilities, the Code mandates the
-.L

creation of local health boardsat the provincial andmunicipal or city levels. These wouldbe compo_d

of local chief executives and hea{th officers. Lodged in these boards are the functions of proposing to

the sanggunianconcerned the annual budget for the operation and maintenance of health facilities and
.- "[

services, advising the san&nmianon i2u.blicbe.alth concerns and advising the local health agencies on

technical and admini._tmtivematters related to health servic.,e._leli,,'ery.

The DOH retains under its direct auth.otity foreigri-a£isted components of national health

programs; nati6nally-funded activities s_ttt at p,mt-tesr.mg pn.ase;persormei, assets, programs and
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services which either cover at least two provinces or will be required by DOH field units soon to replace
,I

regional healthoffices; health programs governed by international agreements; personnel and asses of

the National Capital Region forHealth as they existed before.the effectivity of the local governmen_

code; and regulatory, licensing and accreditation functions of the DOH.

As of December, 1991, there were about 65,361 personnel of the DOH. Of this, 2,263 (3.56 %) are

based in the Central office; 8,061 (12.3 %) in spec:ialty hospitals; and 55,037 (84.2 %) in the fourteen

regional health offices (this includes their catchment provincial, city, district and municipal health

Units). Table 6.1 provides a breakdown of selected health manpower of DOH. These health perso.m_el

are distributed among 557 DOH hospitals, 2,299 health centers and 10,683 barangay health statier_ _.II

over the c0un.t_'.

Effects of Devolution

The source of many complaints in the implementation of the local government code is tlqe

"mismatch" between the IRA share that some LGUs receive and the cost ofdev01ved health sep.ices

that they absorbed (Taguiwalo, 1993). In a study by Cuaresma, the provinces, cities and municipalities

received lower shares from the IRA after the code was implemented. It was the barangay units Lq.2r

benefitted in terms of increased share from the IRA (Table 6.2).

TABLE 6.1

Breakdown of DOH Personnel

/vlanpower Sub-total Total

1. . Phs/sicians
Field ServiCe ,- 2,615 7,328
Hospital Service 4,713

2. Nurses

Service 3,358 10,117
Hospital Service 6,759_
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3. Midwives

Field Service 11,994 12,408
Hospital Service 414

4. Rural Sanitary Inspector
Field Service _ 2,356 2,362
Hospital Service 6

5. Dentists
Field Service 1,224 1,523
Hospital Service 299

6. Nutritionists/Dieticians
Field Service 274 669

Hospital Service 395
7. Medical Technologists

Field Service 850 1,567
Hospital Service 717

8. Pharmacists
•Field Service 63 562

_.L

_Hosisk_l-serOice •499
9. Health Educators

Field Service 106 224

Hospital Service 6
10. Sanitary Engineers

Field Service 120 124

Hospital Service 4

Source: Unpublished Department of Health Document, 1993

TABLE 6.2.

Comp.4rison of Allocation of the Internal Revenue Allotments

LGU New Sharing Old Sharing
Provinces 23.0% 27.5%

Cities . 23.0 22.5
Municipalities 34.0 40.5
Bamngays 20.0 10.0
Total 100.0°6 100.0%

Distribution Formula:

Popfilation 50% 70%
Land Area 25% 20%

. EqualSharing 25% -. 10%

8oui-ce: Cuarcama (1992)L
i

i
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Moreover, there were instances when the initial estimates varied significantly from the amount of

IRA received. For example, rileprovinces of Bulacan, Bataan, Laguna and Riml experienced a decrease

in the actual receipts OfIRA by anaverage of 17 percent (Table 6.3).

TABLE 6.3

Discrepancy in IRA. Received and Initial Estimates,

Bulacan, Bataan, Laguna and Riza !, 1992.

Province initial Estimates Actual Receipts Proportion

Bulacan P 119,938,332 P 104,000,000 87.0%

Bataan 50,275,662 40,656,506 81.0

Laguna ....... 97,152,966 78,564,87 81.0

Rizal 82,551,974 66,000,000 80.0

Source: Cuaresma (1992).

Complicating the insufficiency of funds is the delay in their release which adversely affected the

salaries, wages and allowances of health workers as well as the maintenance and operating expenses

of hospitals and other health facilities. The implementation of the bfagna Cartafor Health Workers was

likewise affected. Signed into law on March 26, 1992, the legislation took effect April 17 of the same

year and institutionalized the benefits given to health woikers. Speciflcallyl the Mag Carta for Health

Workeis mandates the upgrading of the salary of Rural Health Physicians to Grade 24. As a result of

devolution, the Rural Health Doctors were transferred to the Local Government Units which cannot
+

afford to remunerate these physicians according to the salarygrade stiptdated. The local chief executive

may request augmentation funds from the Department Of Health to effect full payment but the local

chief executives are reluceant to do this because of the resulting distortions in the municipality sal_ary

scale. The Rural Health Physician's salary will end up being higher than even the mayor's salary in most

municipalities.

Another serious concern is that in most provinces and municipalities, health problemsand issues

i ,,
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arenot_c prioriWofthechiefe×ecutivcswhichfurthererodesbudgetallocationforhealth.Usually,

their concerns are on income generating projects in agriculture and infrastructure which have stronger

pulling effects specifically in terms of "recall" for the next election.
r

Aside from budgetary constraints, devolution disrupted the flow of services from the national to the

barangay level. This affected both the referral system for patients and many national progams that

remained with the DOH. It also affected the disease surveillance, monitoring and evaluation, and the

reporting systems. Right now, the Regional Health Offices are still at a loss regarding their role in

devolution.

On the provincial and municipal levels, the pace of adapting to a devolved state has been very slow.

The local health boards have not been Organized, and if they are, they are doing nothing. Most local

chief executives do not know what responsibilities they accepted (see Appendix 3: What Governors

Should Know About Health). The health delivery system in the local units is uncoordinated, with bor_h

the government and the NGOs doing their own thing.

These host of basic and personal concerns have seriously damaged the morale of the devolved health

workers and have affected the delivery of both curative (hospital based) and public health programs.

If left unchecked, this may lead to further deterioration of the health situation and conditions in the

country.

What is Being Done. 7

We list a variety of actions being undertaken to remedy the situation.

DOH Init/at/_es. Based on the activities undertaken and slogans produced by the Department of

Health, it seems that it is dead set to continue with the devolution process.-- Devolution seems to be

consistent'with _eir strategy to achieve their slogan "Health in the Hands of the People." Their main

thrus{ is to lessen the ill effects and transitional pains of devolution. To operationalize this, DOH have

created a unit, the Local Government Assistance and Monitoring Service, to specifically a_tend ro local

government concerns. Likewise, a Comprehensive Health Care Agreement (CHCA) was launched in

January of 1994, where DOH will fund and assist LGUs in coping with financial and technical problems
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in the implementation of health programs.

House of Representatives. The Venegas Bill addresses the IRA discrepancy and proposes to first

deduct the total cost of devolved services and distribute this to LGUs in accordance with the actual

burden of these costs with the remaining IRA distributed according to the Codal formula.

Senate. The Webb-Arroyo Bill proposes to delay the implementation of the devolution in health for

a number of years. The Sot.to Bill seeks to"amend Section 285 0fR. A. No. 7160 torectify the very grave

unfairness and inequity that would result from the existing codal allocation of the IRA which does not

take into account the actual costs of devolution to provinces, cities, municipalities and barangays." The

Sotto Bill is almost the same as the Venegas House Bill since it proposes that the costs of devolved

services be excluded or deducted first from the total IRA allocated to LGUs; that the amount so

excluded or deducted shall be directly distributed to each LGU; and for subsequent years, the amount

for devolved services shall be correspondingly increased or decreased in proportion to the actual

increase or decrease of the total IRA of LGUs.

Congressional Commission on.Health. As a Commission composed of fivemembers from the House

of Representatives and five members from the Senate, (the Chairpersons are the Chairs of tbLe

Committee on Health; of the Senate and the House) the Congressional Commission on I{eakh is

mandated to assess and review the conditions of health human resources and make recommenda tions

to Congress fora legislative agenda on health. As pad: of the review, the Commission will make a

recommendation pertaining to the issue of de_,olution.

Other Inst/n_t/ons. Research Institutions like the Health Policy Development Program of the UP

Economics Foundation would like to provide technical assistance__ DOH concerning devolution of

health services (Taguiwalo, 1993). The technical assistance include studies on alternative implemen-

tation procedures and the possible revision of the IRA (ormula, a review and analysis of the various bills

on devolution pending in the House and the Senate, DOH-LGU relationship, budget allocation for

health to the LGUs, cost containment of devolved health expenditures and revenue generation _'rom

devolved health services.
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Conclusion

The passage and implementation ofRA 7160 reflect the country's political system where laws and

regulations are formulated and drawn with very little background research, consultation, scenario

building and with little or no preparation at all before legislation is implemented. Only after the law's

implementation and the initial round of adverse reaction begins is there a move to conduct assessment

and review, to provide technical assistance and Consultation services.

Devolution. should be looked upon not only as a physical transfer of functions and responsibilities

and resources (i.e., financial, •personnel and other material resources), but it should also take into

account the process of reorienting the affected managers and personnel, and building or rebuilding their

......__.p._a_.ci_ to. p.erfo_,.-'_n,and:imPlem.en t their new duties and responsibilities through training programs and

other means. The reason why there are a lot of problems on•devolution on health, compared to other

areas such as agriculture, natural,resources, social work and development, is because the field is a highly

technical one, especially in the operational management of hospitals. It takes time for a non-physician

or one with little or no background on health care delivery to develop a "feel" on how it should be

provided. Right now the local chief executives lookat health in its curative, aspect with very little of

minimal appreciation of public health. If the DOH's priority is to promote preventive over curative care,

then this outlook should be inculcated by the local executives. On the other hand, many of the

beneficiaries look at health care provision as solely the responsibility of the government, and do not

seriously undertake personal accountability for it. As was previously pointed out, devolution should not

only be looked upon as a transfer of"power" to the local executives, but it should also be viewed as a

transfer of this "power" to the local beneficiaries, to the people themselves. Devolution of health care

delivery is empowerment of the people and this empowerment should be recognized not only by the

national and local officials but also by the people themselves, thus taking and assuming some of the

responsibility for it. Only after this meeting of the minds takes place will there be devolution in its real

sense.
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Recommendations

The authors support the move for a phased implementation of devolution, say, until the year 2CL'Y).

The Department of Health should set up a mechanism to "re-devolve" functions and responsibilities for

the LGUs which are having difficulties in the implementation of devolved health functions and

responsibilities. The DOH may invoke Chapter 11 of the DOH Rules and Regulations Implementing

the Local Government Code of 1991. This chapter calls for the "direct supervision and control by the

DOH over local health operations during emergency situation." One of the emergency situations as a

justification for DOH control is the presence of "inadequate health care system as indicated by the low

coverage of immunization of children under one year of age, high incidence of second and third degree

malnutrition among children under six years of age, or a_largerportion of the local households having

no access to safe water supply or no sanitary toilet facilities."

The procedure however is quite difficult to operationalize. A Presidential Order isrequired to effect

such a control and it may last only for a maximum of six months. Extension ispossible after an evaluation

is conducted to justify further control of DOH. This provision in the implementation code can ke

modified to answer the problems of inability of local executives to implement devolved health

operations.

The authors likewise support the move of legislators for a recomputation of the IRA. The framework

however we are suggesting is.that of a standard public finance framework to assess the fiscal position

of a given jurisdiction (Musgrave and Musgrave, 1980). The framework is u_iul in prioritizing which

areas should be given grants to cope with the devolution process. By "knowing the capacity of a

\ .
jurisdiction to raise taxes, the needs of the jurisdiction for health servme, their levels of effort and

performance and index to determine the amount of grant can be established.

The ability of a jurisdiction to carry out its fiscal tasks (fiscal position) depends on its tax base
\ _, ",

(capacity) relative to outlay required for rendering public service (need).

We define fiscal capacity of jurisdiction j or C. as:
" - J

(6.1) C, = t B.1

/
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where Bjis the tax base in j and t, is a standard tax rate. C}thus measures the revenue which j would

obiain by applying the tax rate to its base.

The fiscal need of jurisdiction j is defined as:

(6.2) Nj = n Z

where Zj is the target population, and n is the cost of producing a standard service level per unit of 7:.

Nj thus measures the outlay in j required to secure a standard level of performance or service.

We can now measure the fiscal position of j as Pjor:

(6.3) Pj= C./Nj = t B/nZj.

Fiscalposition thus equals the ratio of capacity to need. Setting P* forjurisdictions on the average equal

tO 1, a value of P, > 1 implies a strong fiscalpos!t!on and..... a value ofPj< 1, a weak fiscal position. Tke

value of P*, properly defined, is the index to which distributional weights in grant formulasshould '_e

linked. Next we define j's tax effort E.as:J

(6.4) E.,= tiB/tB j = tj/t

or the ratio of actual revenue in j obtained by applying j's tax rate to what would be raisedby applying

t..Define the performance level Mi as:

(6.5) Mi -- njZ./nZj n/n

or the ratio of actual outlay to that required to meet the standard level at rate n.

Assuming a balanced budget we must have:

(6.6) tjBj= niZ i

Bysuhstitut!on from (6.6) to (6.3) we obtain an alternative definition of fiscal position.

(6.7) p, = n/n = t./t

Fiscal position may thus be reduced to the ratio of capacity to need as in (6.3) or as the ratio of

performance to tax effort as in (6.7).

We can have several tTpesof grants systems. There are the revenue sharing grants.which impo:.e

no restrictions whatsoever on the recipient LGU. Then there are the general purpose or bloc g �!�1page 94
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made in support of broad expenditure categories which leaves it to the LGU to decide how to spend the

funds. Finally there are the categorical grant programs where the grant isearmarked fornarrowlydefined

purposes.

Categoricalgrantsmaybeformulabasedor theymaybeprojectgrants.Formulagrantsarethosethat

become available to eligible recipients with distribution among jurisdictions determined by the

applicable formula. Project gran_ are made upon application by the grantee and their distribution is

not based on formula.

i
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

in this chapter, we summarize the major policy recommendations of the study. They are grouped

by the area regulated: health manpower, facilities (mainly hospitals), "pharmaceuticals and medical

equipment, national health financing and devolution. The analysisare summarizedin Tables 7.1 to 7.5

below..

Health Care Manpower

Whilethe regulations in the area of heaith care manpower - basically licensing and schooling

requirements - increase the avenge level of competence of health care providers, they also have the

_ind_ir_ble-eFf_c_o'fincreasirigbarriers toentry. This ihci-easesthecost ofmedicalcare[ We recommend

supplementing the current schooling and licensing requirements with some form of certification

scheme specially at the lowerend ofthe health care manpower market, ie,,physical therapy, midwifery,

nurses' aide, etc. In addition we recommend doing away with the medical school enrollment quotas to

increase competition among these institutions for students.

L

Health Care Facilities

Given the difficulty of effective inspection and monitoring of hospitals for licensing purposes,self

regulation by hospitals represent an attractive alternative. Self-re_lation can be undertaken as a

certification scheme with the DOH providing grants to the private hospital association to shoulder part

of the cost of inspection and monitoring.

Replace the current bed space requirement and emergency room care with a subsidyscheme to the

hospitals for providing this kind of service. This subsidy may take the form of tax credits on all

expenditures devoted to charity ward patients or emergency room care.

\
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Pharmaceuticals

We examined two important areas of regulation of pharmaceutical products: the promotion of

generic drugs and product testing. The matter of generic drugs should be seen as the provision of an

important public good (information) at the lowest deadweight cost to society. It is not clear to us

whether the regulatory alternative taken by RA 6675 satisfies this requirement. The Department of

Health has to provide more resources for drug testing and registration to avoid long delays in the

pi'ocedure. There may be desirable reasons for weakening patent protection enjoyed by pharmaceutical

companies. However, international developments suchas the Uruguay Round of GATT and the

explicit protection to be extended to intellectual property rights, may ultimately render these local

efforts moot.

Health Care Financing

The health care •financing sector is characterized by: a). the presence of a national health care system

(MEDICARE I); b). regulation of some private health care insurance providers (health insurance

companies); and c) the absence of regulation of others (Health Maintenance Organizations). In the

presence of political will, the following package of policies are recommended:

1. Inciease the participation of the private sector in medicare. There isno reason why, once "universal"

or compulsory insurance has been mandated, health insurance should be provided or managed by

the public sector given the inefficiencies associated with pubic sector provision of non-public goods.

2. Much more detailed studies should be undertaken to determine the minimum compulsory health

insurance package which ought to vary by risk groups.

3. Given the financial difficulties of going from Medicare I to Medicare II, refrain from expanding the

coverage of lvledicare beyond the current clientele.

4. Replace the current financial requirements on private health insurance companies bya certification

system so as to decrease entry barriers.

5. HlvlOs shquld be placed under the same regulatory (if any) environment as health insurance

!
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companies. Irr i_"important not to create any regulatory _i_isbe_veen the two' torrns o_-heaim

financing programs.

If complete privatization of medicare is impossible, then financing any given level of support levels

must be made part of a rational process of budget allocation aci'oss all public functions. Thus the

unhealthy practice of earmarking revenue by financing medicare through payroll taxes is avoided. If

HIGs cannot be be wholly deregulated, perhaps a more moderate regulatory regime may be set in place

which covers both HICs and HMOs and all contingent institutions involved inhealth care.

TABLE 7.1

Regulatory Issues on Health Care Manpower

-_R-dgul/l_ory_ ""Problem " Indirec-t -
Environment Addressed Effects Recommendations

1. Licensing . To assure some Limits entry to.the Supplement the
Regulations. level of health care current licensing

professional profession requirements for
competence, health care health care

professionals.

.. High cost of with a
services provide d certification
by health care scheme.

professions.

2. Legal To assure some Limits the Increase the scope
demarcation level of ability of for delegation and
of functions professional health care substitution among
amorig competence, professionals closely allied
p.rofessions, with closely health care

allied specialists or
specialties to professions by
provide similar amending
types of existing.
services, legislation

3. Enrollment To limit Maintains Remove the

quotas on competition among inefficient enrollment quotas
medical schools for medical imposed by the
schools medical students, schools. Association of ""

/
L ,,m, ,,
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Philippine Medical
Colleges (APMC)

"4.One-year Scarcity of nurses Nurses willing Reduce public
domestic particularly in to work subsidies to medical
employment the rural abroad education and
requirement areas, immediately consider moving to a
on nurses, after system of taxing

graduation are departing overseas
prevented from health care
doing so. professionals.

TABLE 7.2

• Regulatory Issues Involving Health Care Facilities

Regulatory Problem Indirect
Environment .... Addressed Effects Recommendations

1. Licensing Quality of service Locks Given the difficulty
requirements in health care hospitals into of effective

•based on facilities, input mixes inspection and

staffing and that increases monitoring of
facilities the cost of h&pitals for
standards, providing a licensing purpo_s,

given level of self regulation by
health care hospitals represent
service, an attractive

alternative. Self-

regmtation can be
undertaken as a
certification scheme
with the DOH

providing grants to
the private hospital
association to

shoulder part of the
cost of inspection
and monitoring.
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2. Bed space Make health care Additional cost Replace the current

requirements service available of these - bed space
and no- to "indigents". requirements requirement and
deposit rule. is passed on emergency room care

Make emergency to other with a subsidy
health care patients and scheme to the
available andnot not to the hospitals for
contingent on tax-paying providing this kind
ability to pay. public, of service. This

subsidy may take the
form of tax credits
on all expenditures
devoted to charity
ward patients or
emergency room care.

TABLE 7.3

Regulatory Issues in Pharmaceutical Sector

Regulatory Problem Indirect
Environment Addressed Effects Recommendations

1. Testing of To prevent the Delays the The Department of
new phar- marketing of introduction of Health has to

maceutical tan.safe new . provide more
products, pharmaceutic.al pharmaceutical resources for drug

products, products, testing and
registration to
avoid long delays in
the procedure.

2. Generics Law

a)Physicians .. To increase the Incidence of The Department of
are .required amount of the costs of , Health should treat
to prescribe information regulation are the matter of
only the available to the borne generic drugs as a

generic name public about disproportionately question of providing
of pharma- . branded and by physicians a public good (in this
ceutical generic and case information) at the
products, pharmaceutical pharmaceutical least possible cost

products, companies, to society..
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b) Pharma- To lower the cost Regulation of
ceutical of pharmaceutical physician behavior
companies products to the and pharmaceutical
arerequired public companies (as
to put the embodied in RA 6675)
generic name may be inferior to a
in their labels, public information

campaign financed by
general tax revenues.

3. Non-tariff To protect increases t_,he Remove non-tariff
barriem on Chemphil. cost of a major barriers On
penicillin and antibiotic, penicillin and
penicillin- penicillin-
derivatives, derivatives.

..... --- .... " -t - . .

TABLE 7.4

•Regulatoi'y Issues in Health Care Financing
_ "L • • • - :

-Regulatory Problem Indirect
Environment Addressed Effects Recommendations

1. Existence of a To provide Public provision Financing any given
nationalhealth !'universal" of healthcare level of support
care insurance coverage of insurance is levels must be made

. program health insurance, generally part of a rational
(MEDICARE 1). inefficient, process of budget

2. Fiducia_ To insure that Increases entry More moderate
regulations funds from costs to regulatory regime
imposed on premiums paid by potential may be set in place
health insurance insurance buyers entrants in the which covers both
companies. But are held in low health insurance HICs and HMOs and

HMOs are not risk industry, all contingent
regulated by portfolios. /institutions
either:the Office Lack of regulation /involved in health
of the Insurance of HMOs create an care.

Commision or uneven playing
the Department field, that may
Of Health. attract more than

the optimal
amount of firms
to this sector.

w , m,
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TABLE 7.5

Local Government Code and Devolution

1. Devolution of A centralized Local governments The national
DOH facilities government may face severe government may need
and staff to bureaucracy that financing - to implement a
local is largely constraints since grants system to
governments, unresponsive to available tax . local governments

li_.al needs, revenues may be whose estimated tax
uncorrelated with revenues may not
health spending match the
requirements, expenditures needed

to provide public
services that were

formerly shouldered
by the national

-' government. Such
grants may promised
for a temporary
period only. in
general, revenue
.sharing grants
(which involve no
restrictions on how

these grants are
spent) are more
welfare-enhancing
than categorial
grants (which are

grant s earmarked for
specific programs).

,,o
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Appendix la
%

Minimum Hospital Requirements for Personnel

Authorized Bed Capacity
Primary Category 6 10 15 20 24

1. Administrative
1:4
20% Professional
Total Personnel 2 4 5 - 6
Professional 1 1 1 1 1

2. Clinical(Medical )
1-5
709'oLicensed M.D. of

which 50% are full time 2 3 4 5
Total Personnel 1 2 3 3
FullTime M.D. i 1 1 1 2

.L Nu_ing "
1-.3

50% am Registered Nurses
Total Personnel - 2 3 5 7 8
Registered Nurse 1 2 2 3 4 ..........

Authorized Bed Capacity
Secondary Category 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95

1. Administrative
•1:5
20% Professional
Total Personnel 5 6 8 10 "12 14 16 18 19
Professional 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4

2. Clinical (Medical)
1:5 "
70% Licensed M.D. of

which 40% are full time 5 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 19
Total Personnel 3 4 6 .7 8 10 11 13 13
FullTime M.D. i 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5

3. Medical Ancillary
1:5 ""
50%Professional
Total Persc;nnel
Professional

Pharmacy
1:25

50% Licensed Pharmacist \
Total Personnel 2 2 2 3 3 4 4
Licensed Pharmacist 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
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4. Nursing
1".3
50% are Regismred Nurses
Total Personnel 8 10 13 17 20 23 27 30 32

Registered Nurses 4 5 7 8 I0 12 13 15 16

5. Diatetic Service
1:10
20% Licensed Dietician
Total Personnel 2 3' , 4 5 6 7 8 9
Dietician 1 1 1 I 1 1 2 2

6. Engineering Maintenance •
'Housekeeping

1:6
Total Personnel 4 5 7 8 10 12 13 15 16
Building Maintenance Man 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Authorized Bed Capacity
_Ter_iary,Cat_ory ,100 -200 300 400 500

1. Administrative
1:5
25% Professional
Total Professi0na, 20 40 60 80 i00
Professional 5 10 15 25 25

2. Clinical (Medical)
1"3
70% Licens_ M.D. of
which 30% are full time
Total Personnel 33 67 100 133 167
Licensed M.D. 23 47 70 93 117

• Full Time M.D. 7 •14 21' 28 35

3. Medical Ancillary
1:5
50% Professional
Total Personnel 20 40 60 80 1(30
Professional 10 20 30 40 50

Pharmacy
1:25
50% Licensed Pharmacist -
Total Personnel .4 8 12 16 20
Licensed Pharmacist 2 4 6 8 10

4. Nursing
1:2:5
50% are Registered Nurses
Total Personnel 40 80 120 160 200

' Registered Nurm 20 40 60 80 100
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5. Dietetic Service
1:12
20% Licensed Dietician
Total Personnel 8 17 25 33 42
Dietician 2 3 5 7 8

6. Engineering Maintenance
Housekeeping
1:6

• 5% Professional
Total Personnel 17 33 50 67 83
Engineer 1 2 2 3 4

Building Maintenance Man 1 1 1 1 1 1

Appendix lb

' Technical Requirements for Government and Private Hospitals.

A. Primary Category
2.3.2 Wards

-.q :-F_qaipmen_t/I_ttu-mehts= "Male Wards '
1.1. Clinical Service tsolation Room

Stethoscope Toilet Facilities
Sphygm0manometer
Examining Light .... B. Secondary Ca tegory
Examining Table
instrument Sterilizer 1. Equipment/Instruments
Oxygen Unit 1.1. Medical Services

Clinical weighing scale and measuring red Stethoscope
Suturing Set Sphygmomanometer
Suction Apparatus Examining Light
Ambu Bag Examining Table
NeurologicaiHammer Oxygen Unit

•EENT Diagnostic Set Clinical weighing scale and measuring rod
Laboratory . Suction Apparatus.
Radiology (by affiliation) Neurological Hammer

Resuscitator

2. PhysiCalPlant ECG Machine
2.1 Administrative

Lobby with Information counter 1.2 Surgical Service
Admitting Office As in general medical instrument plus:
Chief of Hospitals/Direct&'s Office Surgical Instrument Set
Toilet Facilities • Surgical Instrument Sterilizer

•Instrument Table
2.2 Clinical Treatment Table

Emergency Room Tracheoctomy Table
Examination/Treatment, Room Paracentesis Table
•X-ray (affiliation) Cut-Down Set
Laboratory (affiliation)
DrugRoom/Pharmacy 1.3 OB.Gyne Service
Toilet Facilities Stethoscope

i Sphygmonamometet
2.3 Nursing Examination Table with Stirrup

2.3.1 Nurse Station Examination Light (Goose neck _'pe)
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OxygenUnit
OB Instrument Set 1.8Recovery Room
PerineumLight Sphygmomanometer
Weighing Scale with Measuring Rod Steth_,cope

Suction Apparatus
1.4 Pediatric Service Oxygen Unit

Stethoscope
Sphygmomanometer with Pedia Cuff 1.gAnesthesia Service
Weighing Scale with Measuring Rod Anesthesia Machine
Examination Table Anesthesia Table

Examlnadon Light Laryngoscopewith Different Sizesof Blades
Cut Down Set -
Neurological Hammer 1.10 Pharmacy
Oxygen Unit Mortar and Pestle
Ambu Bag Rough Balance with Sets ofWeighu
Nebulizer .Refrigerator

Sucu.'onApparatus
- 1.11 Laboratory

1.5 Operating Room Centrifuge
OR Table Microscope
OR Light ..... Burners and Hot Plate
•Oxygen Unit Urinometer
Sphygmomanometer with Stand Refrigerator
Stethoscope __ . .. Staining Rack
Suction Apparatus Water Bath
Instrument Table Analytical Balance
L_paratomySet - Blood Counter (Differential)
C/S Set Microhematocrit Centrifuge
Autoclave Pippete Washer (for blood pippete)
Major Surgical Set Serefuge

1.12 Radiology
1.6Delivery Room X-ray Machine (at least 100 MA)

Delivery Set Film Dryer
D & C Set Developing Tank
DR Light Negatoscope
OB Table with Stirrup Exhaust Fan (Dark Room)
Suction Apparatus
Sphygmdmanometer with Stand 1.13 ER/OPD Service
Stethoscope Stethoscope'
Oxygen Unit Sphygmomanometer with Stand
Instrument Table Suction Apparatus
Examining Light Oxygen Unit

Suturing Set
1.7Nursery Instrument Set

S_cethosc_v,. Ambu Bag
I_ant Scale .:T,racheostomy"Set
Bassinet Gooseneck Lamp
BabyIncubator Examining Light
Bottle Sterilizer Sterilizer

Suction Apparatus Instrument Table
Examining Light Examining Table
Oxygen Light Vaginal Speculum
Bill Light Neurological Hamme,

CliniCalScale
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LaryngoscopeMirror 2.2.6 Nursery

EENT Diagnostic Set Pathological/Suspect Nursery
Head Mirror Premature Nursery

Formula Preparation Area
1.15 Non-Technical(Mechanical Equipment) Ante Room

Stand.By Generator Nurse Station
Fire Extinguisher Mother's Feeding Room
Stretcher
Wheel Chair 2.3 Ancillary Service

2.3.1 Radiology Service
2. Pl{ysicalPlant Reception Waiting Room

Radiologisu Office with Film
2.1 Administrative Service Viewing facilities

2.1.1Lobbyw/Info. Center & admittingOffice X-Ray Room with Control Booth,
2.1.2 Chief o(Hospital/Ho_piral Director's Of- with DreasingCubicle

Fice Dark Room
2.1.3 BusinessOffice Film File and Storage Room
2.1.4 Administrative Office Toilet Facilities
2.1.5 Medical Records Room

Service Head's Office

2.2 Clinical Service Wgrking Area
2.2.1 Emergency Room Washing and Sterilising Area

Receiving VestibUle Storage and Supply Room
Remaining and Treatment Room Toilet Facilities
with Lavatory

Toilet Facilities 23.3 Pharmacy
2.2.2 Operating Room Area Drug Storage/Display Area

Operating Room Pharmacist Office Space
Scrub-up
Clean-up 2.3.4 Out-Patient Service/Doctor's
Sterile Instruments andSupply Offices
Storage Room Waiting Area
Doctor's Dressing Room Examination/Treatment Area
JanimrYClo._et OPD Records Office
Closet Stretcher's nook Toilet Facilities

2.2.3 Recovery Room
2.2.4 Central Sterilizing and Supply Room 2.3.5 Medical Records Room

Receiving and dispensing space counter Office Space
Work Area . Medical Records Storage
Sterilising Area
Sterile Supply Storage 2.4 Nursing Service

2.4.1 Chief Nurse Office
2.2.5 Deliver/Room Area 2.4.2 Nurse Station

DeliveryRoom Medicine Preparation
LaborRoom with Toilet Facilities Area/Counter

Scrub,up Utility Space
Nurse State Toilet Facilities

Sterile Instrument and Supply
Room 2.4.3 Patient's Unit
Stretcher's Nook Wards
Janitor's Chest Private Room

bolation Room

!
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Stretcher'sandWheelchair's

Nook 1.] .3 Department of Obstetrics.
Janitor's closet Gynecology

Stethoscope
2..5 Dieterlc Service Sphygmomanometer

Dietician Office Examining Table with Stirrup
StorageRoom Oxygen Unit
Kitchen Proper Obstetrical Instrument Set
Food Preparation Area Permeum Light
Cooking Area Weighing scalewith MeasuringRod
Food Assembly Area Punch BiopsySet
Washing Area Examining Light (goosen_k type)
Staff,Dining Hall/Canteen

Garbage Di.sposalCubicle 1.1.4 Department of Pediat'rics
Toilet Facilities Stethoscope

Sphygmomanometer with Pedia Cuff

2.6 EngineeringService Weighing Scale with Measuring Rod
laundry Area Examining Light
Housekeeping Examining Table
Maintenance Area Cut-Down Set
C,entrakStoiage.Room . • .. Neurological Hammer
Power House Oxygen Unit -

Lumbar Top Set
C. Tertiary Category _ Resuscitator

1. Equipment/Instruments Suction Apparatus
1.1 Clinical Service '' Nebulizer

1.1.1 Department of Medicine EENT Diagnostic Set
Stethoscope

Sphygmomanometer 1.1.5 Operating Room
Examining Light Operating Table
Neurological Hammer Oxygen Unit
Oxygen Unit Sphygmomanometer with Stand
Examining Table _ Stethosdope
Clinical Weighing Scale Suction Apparatus
a.ndMeasuring Rod Instrument Table

Resuscitator Laparatomy Set
Suction Apparatus C/S Set
ECG Machine Autoclave

Gastroscope Major Surgical Set
1.1.2 Department of Surgery Operating Light
Stethoscope Electrocautiarl¢Machine
Sp.hygmomanometer Resuscitatot
Examining Light 1.1.6 DeliveryRoom
Oxygen Unit - Delivery Set
Examining Table D & C Set

Resuscitator Delivery Room Light
Surgical Instrument Set Obstetrical Table with Stirrup
Surgical Instrument S'cerilizer Suction Apparatus
Instrument Table Sphygmomanometer withStand
Treatment Table Stethoscope

"Tracheostomy Set Oxygen Unit
Thoracostomy Set Resuscitator
ParacentcaisSet Insmamcnt Table
Suction Apparatus Examining Table
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1.1.7Nurscw PH Meter
Stethoscope Oven
Infant Scale Refrigerator
Baby Incubator Burner (gas or electric stove)
Bottle Sterilizcr , Balance (weighing 1 mg - 200 rags)

SuctionApparatus Sterilizer
Photo Therapy Light or Bill Light Bunsen Burner
ExaminingLight HotPlate
OxygenUnit Spcctrophotometer
Resuscitator Water Incubator

Analytical Balance

1.1,.8 Special Care Service Timer
1.I.8.1 RecovcWRoom Blood Counter

Sphygmomanomerer ColonyCounter(Quebec)
Stethoscope Hematcx:rit Centrifuge
Suction Apparatus Pippete Washer
Oxygen Unit Staining Racks

1.1.8.2 ICU Utinometer
Sphygmomanometer Hemoglobinometer
Stethoscope Shaker (rotary electric)

-Suction Apparatus Water Bath (0*(2- 60"(;) adjustable
Cut-Down Set Microtome
Oxygen Unit Paraffin Oven
ECG Machine Autopay Set (complete)
Bedside Monitor including table
Endotracheal Tube "Dissecting Set

. Test Tube racks, different sizes
1.1.9 Anesthesia Service

Anesthesia Machine 1.2.2 Radiolo_
Anesthesia Table X-ray Machine (at least 300 MA)
Laryngoscopewith different Film Dryer
sizesof Blades DevelopingTank
Endotrachcal Tube, different sizes ExhaustFan (Dark Room)
Spinal Set
Epldural Set 1.2.3 Pharmacy Service

lvlortar and Pesde

1.1.10 EENT Serv.__ "RouglqBalanceSets of Weight
EENT Diagnostic Set Refrigerator
Tradaeostom,/Set Graduated Measures
LaryngealMirror Analytical Balance
Pen Light Heating Devices
Refraction Light 1.2.4"Out-Patient Service
Perimeter 1.2.4.1 Emergencyand Out-
Audiometer Patient Service

Chalazion Set Sphygmomanometer
NlagnifTingLens Stethoscope
Slit Lamp Resuscitator

Suturing Set
1.2 Ancillary Service Suction Apparatus

1.2.1' Laboratory Instrument Set
Autoclave Ambu Bag
Incubator -- Stcrili:er

blicrcecope(Binocular) Instrument Table
Centrifuge •(8-12placer) ECG

II I II II I I I I H am m I I
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Defibrillator 2.2 Clln'ical Services

EENT Diagnostic Set 2.2.1 Department of Medicine
Weighing Scale with 2.2.1.1 Deparr.mentof Head Office
Measuring Rod 2.2.1.2 Conference Room
Weighing Scale (In-ant 2.2.1.3 Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
Scale) 2.2.1.4 NursesStation

Examining Light 2.2.1.5 Utility and Medicine
Neurological Hammer preparation area
Lumbar Set 2.2.1.6 Locker Room
Examining Table 2.2.1.7 Toilet Facilities
Vaginal Speculum

Biopsy Punch 2.2.2 Department of Surgery
Pen Light 2.2.2.1 Deparmaent Head Office

L2.2.2 Conference Room
1.2.4.2 Dental L2.2.3 Operating Room Area

Dental Chair operating roorr._
Instrument Sterilizer scrub-up

': Mortar and Pestle clean-up w,oms
Dental Unit sterile instruments and supply
Dental Instrument_ storage room

anmthesiologist room and
1.3 Dietetic Services anesthesia storage

Refrigerator doctor's dressing room
Food C.arr/Freezer nurses' locker room
Water Heater janitors' closet
Exhaust Fan wheeled stretchers nook
Osterlzer/Blender

Meat Grinder 2.2.2.4 Recover,/Room
Oven 2.2.2._5Central Sterilizingand Supply

Room

1.4 Non-Technical(Mechanical Equipment) Supervisor'sOffice
Stand-by Generator ' Receiving and Cleaning Area
Water Tank ._ "Work Area
Fire Extinguisher Sterilizing Area
Stretcher . Sterile Supply Storage
Wheel Chair 2.2.2.6 Orthopedic Section
Ambulance(Optlonal) Section Head's Office

Examination/Treatment Area
2. Physical Plant Toilet Facilities

2.1 Administrative Service

2.1.1 Lobbywith information counter 2.2._3Department of Pediatrics
2.1.2 Communication room 2.2.3.1 Department Head's Office
2.1.3 Business and Finance Office 2.2.3.2 Conference Room
2.1;4 Admitting Office 2.2.3.3 Nurser/
2.1.5 Chief of Hospital/Hospital Pathological Suspect Nursery

Administrator's Office Premature Nursery
2.1.6 Doctor's Quarter Formula Preparation Area

. . . ¢.,.

2.1.7 Admmtstrauve Office Ante Room(examination and
2.1.8 Chief of Clinic_/Chiefof Medical treatment room)

Services Nurse Stationwith toilet facilities
2.1.9 Chief of Nurse/Nursing Directress for /vlother's Feeding Room

Nursing Office Viewing Area Corridor
2.1.10 Storage Room 2.2.4 Deparrment of OB-Gyne
2.1.11 Toilet Facilities 2.2.4.1 Department Hcad's Office
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"2.2.4.2ConferenceRoom 2.2.5.5Out-Patient 12_partmem/
2.2.4-3 Delivery Room Area Doctor's Offices

"Delivery Rooms Lobby and Waiting Area
Labor Rooms with Toilet Examlnation/Treatment
Facilities Room

Scrub-up OPD Records Room
Clean-up Toilet Facilities
Nurse Station

Sterile Instruments and Supply 2.2,.5.6Dental Service
Storage Dental Office Space
Doctor's Locker Room

•Nume's Locker Room 2.2.5.7 Medical Records Room
Stretcher's Nook Office Space"

]anito.r's Closet MedicalRecords Storage

2.2.5 Medical Ancillary Service 2,2.6 Nursing Service
2.2.5.1 Department of Radiology 2.2.6 Medical Ward

Department head's Office 2.2.6.1 Nurse Station
Conference Room - Medicine Preparation
Reception, Appolntment aid Area
=.WaidngRoom _ Udliw Room
Viewing Room NursesLocker room with
Film File and Film Storage Toilet Facilities
Room '

Fixed X-ray Rooms 2.2.6.2 Patients Unit
Control Booth Private Room
Dressing Cubicle Isolation Room
Dark.room Wards (male and female)
Toilet Facilities Stretchem and Wheelchairs

Nook

2,2.5.2 Pathology Department Janitor's Closet
Department Head's Office Toilet Facilities
Working_Area
Washing and Sterilizing 2,2.7 Surgical Ward
Room 2.2.7.1 Nurse Station
Storage Room Medicine Preparation Area
Technician's LockerRoom Utility Room
Toilet Facilities Nurses Locker Room with

. Morgue]Autopsy Room Toilet Facilities

2,2.5,3 Pharmacy Service 2.2.7.2 Patients Unit,
Chief Pharmacist_Office Private Rooms
Space Isolation Rooms

Working Area Wards (male and fema!e)
Drug Display Area Janitor's Closet

" Storage Room for Toilet Facilities
Combustible Chemicals

2.2.80B*Gyne Ward
2.3.5.4 Emergency Service 2.2.8A Nurse Station

Receiving Vestibule with Medicine Preparation ](rea
Stretcher's Nook Utility Room
Examination/Treatment NursesLocker Room with
Room with Lavatory Toilet Facilities
Toilet Facilities
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2.2.8.2 Patients Unit
PrivateRooms
Isolation Rooms
Wards (male and female)
Stretchers and Wheelchairs

•Nook

Janitor's closet
Toilet Facilities

2.2.9 Pedia Ward
2.2.9.1 Nurse Station

Medicine Prapararion Area
Utility Room
Nurse's Locker Room with
Toil:t Facilities

2.2.9.2 Patient's Unit
Private Rooms

•Isolation Rooms
Wards
Stretchers and Wheelchairs

2H"Diet_-ti_'S_i'vic&
2.3.1 Dietician's Office

2.3.2 Supply Delivery and Recieving Area
2.33 Storage Room (dry and wet)
2`3.4 Diet Kitchen

Preparation Assembly Area
Food Preparation Area
Cooking and Baking Area
Serving Space

2`3.5Washing Area
2`3.6 Staff Dining Hall/Canteen
23.7 Locker Room
2.3.8Toilet Facilities

2.4 J:-rigineeringService
2.4.1 Laundry Service

•Receiving and Sorting Area
Supply Storage Room
Working Area

2.4.2 Housekeeping
Office Space
Work Shops
Central Linen Storage Room

2.4.3 blaintcnance Office
Office Sp,_ce
Work Shops
Mechanical nnd Electrical Room
Tool Storage Room

2.4.4 Motor Pool
Office

Work Area, Repair Shop ;rodGanlgc
Tool and Storage Room

2.4.5 Others
PowerHouse
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Appendix 2
Requirements for licensing of Domestic Insurance Companies

The applicant insurance company shall file with the Office of the Insurance Commissioner an
application for certificate of authority, together with the following documents and papers;

1. Clearance from the Office of the President as an exception from the Presidential Directive i_ued
\ in 1966 suspending the issuance of new license to prospective insurance companies;

2. Copy ofthe Articles of Incorporation, together with certified copy of the certiflcate of registration
from the Securities and Exchange Commission;

3. +Certifiedcop;/of the by-laws duly registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission;

4. Reference of incorporato.rs,consisting of'two natural persons and one depository bank;

5. Curriculum vitae of the (1) incorporators; (2) underwriters; (3) accountant; (4) actuary; and (5)
.....memeat dLrector(N0S.4_ 5 foi"life companies only);

6. List OfOfficers.and the positions held by them;

7. Name and address of the external auditori

8. Name and address of the legal counsel;

9. Name and address of the depository bank;

10. Name and addres_of the company's printer;

11. Name and address of;company's actuary;

12. Organizational chart of the proposed corporation;

13. Floor plan of the office;
"2"

1,[. Lease Agreement of officespace, if any;

15. Li_tof furniture and equipments;

16. Reinsurance treaty or_roof that such facilities will be available;

17. Income tax returns of each incorporator for the last five years next preceding the date of filing of
the incorporation papers of the proposed corporation;

18. •Clearancesof the incorporators from:
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(I) National Bureau of Investigation,

(2) Manila Police Department:
(3) Criminal Investigation Section, PC, and
(4) Bureauof Internal Revenue

If'the incorporator is one other than a Filipino citizen, he must also produce his Alien Certificate of
Registration for the current year and a certification from the Bureau of Immigration that he is allowed
to be gainfullyemployed during his stay in the Philippines;

19. Project study showing the expected volume 0f business to be written and the amount of premiums
that will be realized on the various life plans for the next three initial years from operations;

20. Executive waiver in favor of this Office to verifyexistence of applicant's capital deposits with its
depository bank or banks.

The InsuranceCommissioner may refuse to issue a certificate of authority to any company if, in his
iudgement, such refusa! w!ll best PrOmote the interest 0[ the people of the Philippines.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ISSUANCE OF INSURANCE COMPANY'S LICENSE

1. Application for the issuance of the C/A
2. Certificate of Registration with the SEC attached to the Articles of Incorporation
3. Certificate of Regisfi'ation with the SEC attached to the Copy of the By-Laws
4. Minutes ofthe Organizational Meeting of the Stockholders.
5. Minutes of the Organizational Meeting of the Board of Directors
6. Treaty Arrangement or Reinsurance
7. Inventory of Furniture and Fixtures
8. Hoot Plan _.

9. Organizational Chart

10. Curriculum Vitae of the Incorporators; Officers;Accountant; Auditors; and Underwriter
11. Clearances:

•a) Tax; Income Tax Return
b) NBI; MPD; CIS

, 12. List ofReferences (2 Personal and 1 Bank)
13. Auditor
14. Printer
15. Depository Bank
16. Verification of Cash Fund in Bank

17. Two P 0.30 documentary stamps
18. P 200.00 filing fee
19. Capitalization:

Non-Life - at least P 10,000,0C_.00. paid-in not lessthan P 500,000.00 - contributed surplus
Life - at least P 10,CK)0,000.00- paid-up not less than P 1,0CO,Ck,_.00- contributedsurplus
- Section 188 of the Insurance Code

NOT_ There ishowever, a directive Ctomehe President,daredJune24, 1966, suspending _e granting oHic_scs conew insurancet.om_nil._.

im .
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Appendix 3

.What Every Governor Should Know About Health Care

As governor, you are now responsible for the delivery of health services within your province.

The health services and facilities within your supervision are:

I. infrastructure

A. Integrated Provincial Offices, including hospitals
B. District Health Offices

1) district hospitals
2) Mediate hospitals
3) municipal hospitals

(2. Social Hygiene Clinics,. including floating and.._mbu!ances
D. Cit_ Health Offices

1) city hospitals
2) health centers

_3_)..__ural_Heaixl__Units(RHUs).
• 4) Barangay Health Stations (BHS)

II. Provision of medical, hospital and other support services:

: A: Primary health services -,bmichealth services delivered at health CentersorRHUs and BHS..
B. Secondary heal th services, medical services providedby someRHUs, infirmades,districthospitals, and out-p_.nent

departments of provincial hospitals.
C. Tertiary health services- surgicaland medicai diagnostics; treatment and rehabilitative care undertaken usuali.vb.v

medical specialists in hospital setting.
D. Other support services - training, monitoring and supervision; evaluation, logistics management, consul my.cv,

resource augmentation.

III. Public Health Programs and Projects on:

A. Maternal and child health care
B.'" Dental Health
C. Nutri_on

D. Family Planning
E. Environmental Health

, F. Communicable and non-communicable Oaseas_control

G. Other public heal@ care,programsand projects appropriate to the needsof.the community

The Department of Health, for its part, can support the local government units through:

I. Techni_zalSe_ices

A. Information, education and communication (IEC) development
B. Health research and development
C. Health intelligence
D. National and international training
E: Phinning assistance
F. Other technical consulcancy services "
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II. Administrative Scrvices

A. Programand project management
B. Inter-agency Coordination
C. Networking
D. Information and record management
E. Other administrative services

III. Logistic and financial services

A. Bulk procurement of drugs, medicines, medical equipment and supplies
B. Grant-in-aid, block grants, and other forms of financial assistance /
C. Resource mobilization from the National Government, NGOs, and intemtional funding agencies

" D. Budget preparations assistance

E. Other financial and resourcemanagement sew ices

IV. Tertiary and,Specialty Health Services

For difficultcases and patients requiring special consultation/diagnostics and care, the DOH can assist you through
following--_

A. Regional Medical center•
B. Regional Hospitals
C. Sanitaria

D. Leprosarium_

There are also specialty hospitals in the National Capi_l Region, including the:

A. Heart Center
B. Lung Center
C. Philippine Children's Medical Center

• ii
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